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Background and introduction

Questions concerning the design and the mechanical integrity of the canisters for containment of
the spent nuclear fuel is an important issue in connection with the storage of nuclear waste.
Although the canister is only one of several barriers against undesired release and migration of
nucleids. it is obviously of great benefit to the total safety of the storage system if the integrity
of the containers can be upheld during a large pan of the intended design life. Activities to in-
crease the amount of knowledge in this area have been under way for a considerable time. In
1990 SKB formed a reference group with the main objective to guide research and development
on mechanical integrity of the canister. In this paper the current achievements of stress analysis
and other sizing considerations of canisters initated by SKB's reference group on canister
integrity are illuminated.

A number of different storage concepts have been subject to discussion. During the later years
the alternatives have been reduced and the current main alternative is the KBS-3 concept with a
canister consisting of an inner load carrying steel cylinder surrounded by a corrosion resistant
copper cylinder. In this report only this alternative is to be discussed.

General aspects

A number of different mechanisms exist that can be potentially dangerous to the mechanical
integrity of the canister. The following mechanisms (listed in the left column of Table 1) have
been identified as being potentially detrimental to the canister integrity. Factors affecting the
integrity connected to the particular mechanism are indicated in the right column. During the
work so far performed by the group a selection of mechanisms were chosen for primary study.
This choice was based on the judged importance of the mechanisms for the canister integrity
and is outlined in the subsequent discussion.

Mechanisms
fabrication defects

handling damage

general corrosion

s<xtss corrosion

plastic or creep collapse

creep rupture

Factors
welding
quality assurance
material faults
handling loads
quality control
chemical conditions
material behaviour
temperature
material behaviour
material defects
chemical conditions
loads
material behaviour
externa! loads
material behaviour
material defects
loads

Table 1. Integrity threatening mechanisms.

All of the considered mechanisms must be driven by mechanical loads in some form. The loads



(stresses) can be classified into

a) External loads
1) Normal loads: hydrostatic pressure and swelling of bentonite
2) Tectonic loads

b) Internal loads
Pressure from helium production.

c) Residual stresses
Welding residual stresses

The sizing of the canister is thus like any other engineering component dependent on the
amount of the stresses and whether the material behaves in such a way that these strc sses can be
resisted during the desired life of the component The structural integrity assessment process
can be divided into two phases. The first is a normal engineering design process according to
commonly accepted global design procedures. The second concerns special considerations of
rne integrity threatening mechanisms including such items as defect assessments.

The inner steel cylinder is design according to normal coda! procedures for pressure
vessels. The only mechanism that can cause a possible defect to grow is quasi-static extension,
by use of standard defect assessment procedures the allowable defect size can be determined
and such work is now underway. The copper cylinder is not requierd that carry mechanical
loads so the focus here is to ensure that creep failure or stress corrosion cracking do not occur.

Creep properties of copper

A fairly extensive experimental program has been undertaken in order to determine the mechani-
cal behaviour of different types of copper. The main emphasis has been on creep testing in or-
der to determine the creep deformation and rupture properties [F). in addition tensile testing at
different temperatures and creep relaxation testing have been performed (G]. Five different
types of copper were considered in [F]. We will here limit the discussion to oxygen-free high
purity copper (Cu-OFHC) and oxygen-free phosphorous copper (Cu-OFP). It was found
during the testing that the Cu-OFHC material exhibits creep and creep rupture properties that are
much inferior than the corresponding properties of the Cu-OFP material. The poor ductile and
creep fracture elongations were attributed to grain boundary segregations of sulphur. The Cu-
OFP material did not display this behaviour and followingly the ductility and creep properties
were much more favourable. This was also true for oxygen-free silver copper.

The possible creep deformation of a canister occurs in two considerably different time
regimes. Due to the high temperature in the canister, initially about 150°C in the copper part, a
fairly rapid relaxation process of the residual stresses occurs after the manufacturing process
(welding or HIP). This initial relaxation is essentially finished after say 100 hours and seems
mainly to be of the dislocation glide mechanism. In long time regime creep deformation due to
the external pressure may occur. It was judged that at the temperatures and stress levels of
interest the deformation mechanism for the Cu-OFP material should be of the volume diffusion
type. Mathematical expressions for the creep deformation and the damage accumulation rates
were adjusted to experimental observations. The creep deformation rate £j; is assumed to be of
the secondary (Norton-Bailey) creep form

(1)



where Bo is a constant, T the absolute temperature, Qc the activation energy, R the gas con-
stant. Off the effective stress and s^ the stress deviator. It turned out that a description of the
deformation over the entire time range by a single equation of the type (1) was not possible.
Instead for the material of interest, i.e. Cu-OFP, two different fits were utilized. The one appli-
cable in the short time regime was determined by adjustment of the parameters in (1) to the rela-
xation experiments [GJ. For the long time range a value of the exponent n=S was assumed as
typical for the assumed mechanism. The remaining parameters were determined by a fit to ex-
perimental observations of the creep rate at 215°C. Using the units hours for time and MPa for
stress, the constants BQ. Q and n for the two different materials are given in Table 2.

Material
Cu-OFHC, long time regime
Cu-OFP, short time regime
Cu-OFP, long time regime

*o
2.14 107

8 .5810 2 5

6.77 10-4

QJUmol1

205
117
117

n
5.32
20.0

5

Table 2. Material constants for creep deformation and failure.

The large difference in creep deformation rates between the Cu-OFHC material and the
me Cu-OFP material is seen from Table 2.

Residual stress distribution in copper canisters

The residual stresses in the canisters that remain after manufacture are among the factors that
can affect the different detrimental mechanisms. The distribution of residual stress is in general
very dependent of the details of the fabrication process (for instance welding) and the prediction
of these necessiaies complex numerical analysis. Such computations have been performed for
the canister [B] by aid of the finite element method (FEM).

In the canister the residual stresses emanate from the welding of the lid to the remaining
structure. It is intended that this welding should be performed by the electron beam welding
technique. In the canister the waste is contained in an inner container of steel. This container is
in turn placed into a copper cylinder which is sealed by welding a lid to cylinder. It turns out
that the clearing between the steel and copper cylinder is crucial for the residual stress distribu-
tion. If the gap is sufficiently small contact will occur between the cylinders, at the inner vertical
surface of the backing ring, during the welding process. If the gap is large this will not happen
and the residual stress pattern will be significantly different for the two cases. The calculations
were performed for two different gap sizes, 0.2 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively. It should be
pointed out that it might become very difficult to place the inner cylinder into the outer one if the
gap is too small. On basis of these calcualations the recommendation is made that the gap kept
so large that no contct develops. In [B] first the thermal problem associated with the welding
process was analysed by aid of the finite element program TOPAZ2D [3]. The subsequent
mechanical analysis was performed using the program NDCE2D [4]. The calculated residual
stress levels in the weld vicinity are of the order 60 MPa. At the lower right comer of the back-
ing ring a concentration of the hoop stresses appears and the local stress is up to 140 MPa. By
adjusting the design of the backing ring this stress concentration should be possible to reduce
considerably. The accumulated effective plastic strain in the vicinity of the weld after cooling
after welding was calculated to be about 5 %, which is much lower than the ductility of this
copper alloy.

It should be pointed out that the stress calculations discussed here were performed for a
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design of the lid and connection that were different from the one currently suggested. New
calculations for the current design are underway.

Relaxation of residual stresses

As discussed above the main relaxation of the residual stresses occurs very rapidly and when
the canister is deposited this process could be considered to be essentially finished. A mathema-
tical description of the relaxation process on basis of the experimentally observed results is dif-
ficult. With die assumptions for the relaxation behaviour described above FEM element calcula-
tions of the relaxation process have been conducted [C]. These calculations arc performed only
for the gap 2 mm since this clearance is believed to be needed for the assembly of the canister.
It was found that, during the first 100 hours after welding, the copper end will contract axially
and eventually come into contact with the steel end. This leads to a radial increase of the copper
cylinder at the location of the weld. The axial stresses at the weld will be redistributed without
reducing the maximum magnitudes. The very high hoop stresses in the backing ring are both
redistributed and reduced (the maximum hoop stress is reduced from 140 MPa to 70 MPa). The
loading situation present when the canister is placed in the storage is simulated by subjecting the
canister to a lineariy increasing external pressure which reaches the peak value 10 MPa after 10
years. The long time creep parameters of Table 2 are then employed. During this time period
stresses are reduced roughly without changing the distribution. The total accumulation of plastic
strain (plasiic+creep) was found to be less than the 5 % accumulated during die welding pro-
cess.

Possibilities of creep rupture

The two variants of high purity copper on which most of the testing has been performed display
a surprisingly large difference in creep fracture behaviour. The type of creep fracture of concern
in the present context is the low ductility intergranular creep fracture, since any creep deforma-
tion would mainly be in the form of stress relaxation, a loading case where the creep deforma-
tion is the same order as the stress divided by the elastic modulus, i.e. about 0.1 %. This frac-
ture mode has been observed in the creep tests of Cu-OFHC but not in the Cu-OFP tests. It is
difficult to understand the large difference in creep fracture behaviour between these two vari-
ants of pure copper, but it has been speculated that the phosphorous content in the latter material
in some way prevents the sulphur access to the grain boundaries where sulphur otherwise
would have an embrittling effect

The intergranular creep fracture has been analyzed [D] on the basis of a model deve-
loped by Cocks and Ashby [1]. Even if this model is not necessarily perfect in detail, it is
physically reasonable and can be expected to have approximately the correct dependence of the
various parameters and constants of importance to creep fracture like stress, diffusion coeffici-
ent, surface energy etc. If literature values of these constants are used the model over predicts
the creep fracture failure times of the Cu-OFHC material by a factor of 106. The constants were
then adjusted so that they would correctly predict observed failure times of the Cu-OFHC.
Based on the new values creep fracture life times were then calculated for stresses of interest for
the waste canister. At a service temperature of 100°C and a stress of 60 MPa the creep life of
the inferior Cu-OFHC material under these assumptions would be 84 000 years. The Cu-OFP
material is much less sensitive to creep fracture even under creep tests {i.e. constant stress).
Under the deformation controlled conditions typical for the canister the possibility of a creep
type fracture in the Cu-OFP material must be extremely remote. In [H] void growth during rela-
xation was studied numerically based on growth relations proposed in [1] (and supported by
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Reference [Bl] in [G]) for the actual temperatures and stress levels in Cu-OFP copper. It is
seen that growth of voids will be extremely low resulting in an infinite life for this type of
failure.

Thus, the possibility of a creep rupture in the absence of crack-like defects is extremely
unlikely. In order to assess the possible influence of creep crack growth from existing defects,
the creep crack growth properties of the material need to be known. Experiments performed by
the Institute of Metals Research on compact tension specimens are underway to establish such
data.

Stress corrosion cracking

A very limited selection of literature on the problem of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in cop-
per has been the base for the following considerations. The work by Parkins et al. (5)-[6)
shows that all copper qualities considered for the waste canisters are sensitive to SCC in nitrite
solutions. In typical 50-150 hours constant extension rate tests (CERT) SCC is observed even
at the free corrosion potential, while in deareated solutions it is necessary to apply a higher
potential to get SCC. In simulated ground water no SCC is observed, but there seems to be a
slight effect of the environment on the tensile properties. These results together with the inform-
ation in the report by Taxen [7] about the possible environment inside the canisters raise some
concern about SCC. The fact found in [5]-[6] that lowering the potential and using less con-
centrated solutions reduce the SCC sensitivity should not be too encouraging in view of the
long exposure time for the canisters. It seems necessary that a more quantitative way of
showing that no SCC occurs should be found. One possible approach is to use fracture
mechanics type specimens and study the crack growth rate under environmental conditions for
the waste storage. Such testing has now been initiated at the Department of Material Science at
the Royal Institute of Technology. Compact tension specimens are used also in this investiga-
tion.

There is some concern that stress corrosion cracking of the inner steel canister might oc-
cur under unfortunate circumstances. There are however two actions which will contribute to a
minimisation of the risk of stress corrosion cracking in the steel. One action is to have a proper
drying procedure for the steel canister and if possible also fill it with inert gas before it is
sealed. The other action would be to use very low carbon steel. Such a steel would still have a
sufficient mechanical resistance to serve its structural purpose.

Bentonite interaction and tectonic movements

The copper cylinder will deform due to bentonite swelling. Should furhtermore tectonic move-
ments occur the most dangerous threat to the canister integrity seems to be a rock shear some-
where along the canister and perpendicular to its axis. In the report [E] stresses and strains in
have been calculated for both the normal swelling and a movement of the surrounding rock of
10 cm. To what extent this particular value is relevant or not was outside the competence of the
reference group, so that a correct interpretation would rather be that a damage tolerance analysis
for the assigned value of shear has been performed.

In [E] the modelling of the bentonite, the copper and steel are described in detail. The
behaviour of the bentonite is very complex. The plastic part of the bentonite deformation is de-
scribed by a Drucker-Prager model while the elastic pan is described by a model that includes
porous elasticity. The constitutive equation for the copper is taken as that of von Mises material
with a hardening according to the tensile data. The calculations resulted in the following main
conclusions.



- The swelling and water pressures will cause a 1 mm slot between the cylinders to close
purely by plastic deformation. The maximum equvalent plastic strain is found to be 0.4 * at
the connection between the lid and the tube.

10 cm rock shear applied asymmetrically is estimated to give a maximum plastic strain in the
copper of 2.5 1c.

We can thus conclude that such a rock shear is of little consequence for the integrity of the ca-
nister in view of the large ductility of the copper.

An attempt to include further creep deformation of the copper and bentonite after a rock
shearing was also made. Due to very time-consuming calculations the FEM runs could not be
continued beyond 30 years after the shear event. A conservative extrapolation indicated that
such deformation during a period of 10s years could lead to strains of the order 6 % on the
cylindrical surface and 36 % for the lid. It thus appear: that creep defonnation under sustained
rock shear can be a potentially detrimental mechanism for the canister. Which importance that
should attached to this fact is uncertain since the probability is very low that the canister has to
survive 105 years after such an unlikely event such as a rock shear.

Conclusions

- The oxygen free high conductivity copper (Cu-OFHC) is quite unsuitable as canister mate-
rial because of its low creep ductility. In contrast, phosphorous de-oxidised copper (Cu-
OFP) exhibits satisfactory ductilhy both during tensile and creep testing.

- The residual stress level will not exceed around 60 MPa (dependent on the radial gap
between the steel and copper cylinders and excepting the stress concentration).

- The stresses in the canisters are such magnitude that the estimated time to creep rupture with
the data obtained for the Cu-OFP material is essentially infinite.

- Based on the present knowledge about stress-corrosion cracking of copper there appears to
be a small risk for such to occur in the projected environment. This risk needs some further
study. The canister poses some further questions regarding the risk for stress-corrosion
from the inside.

- Helium production is of no concern for the time period of interest.

- According to the tectonic calculations a rock shear of the considered size (10 cm during 30
days) should pose no direct threat to the integrity of the canisters. Continued creep defor-
mation during a long period after such an event could be detrimental. It is however uncertain
whether such considerations should be among the design requirements.

Recommendations for future research

In general the research is now focused more directly on design and fabrication aspects of the
canister. Questions that are likely to achieve attention are:

Optimization of welding techniques with particular emphasis on weld defects and residual



stresses.

Non-destructive testing of welds in copper.

Assessment of handling and transportation loads.

Quality assurance aspects.

Continuation of creep and relaxation testing to further verify the the material .,. jperties.

The question of possible stress corrosion cracking needs some further consideration.
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Abstract

The phenomenon of creep and ways of presenting creep data in metals have been
described with reference to copper for nuclear waste containment. During service
the copper will deform by a combination of grain boundary diffusion creep and
recovery controlled dislocation glide. Creep tests have been performed on oxygen-
free high purity copper with and without the addition of 50 ppm phosphorus in the
recovery controlled creep regime. The results showed that the addition of P
decreased the creep rate by nearly two orders of magnitude and had a positive
effect on the fracture elongation resulting in a large increase in lifetime, thus making
the phosphorus copper a more suitable canister material than the P-free. The
creep properties of copper have been described and the results discussed.

Introduction

Creep is the time and temperature dependent deformation of a material under a constant load.

For most engineering structures creep only becomes important at temperatures above 0.47m,

where Tm is the melting temperature in Kelvins, and in these cases the expected service life

would be a maximum of 30 years. Creep at low stresses is a thermally activated process, so in

theory it can occur at any temperature if enough time is available; the maximum service

temperature of the nuclear waste canisters is 100 °C or 0.27 Tm, but because of the long

timescaies involved, the problem of creep cannot be ignored.

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a typical creep curve. At high stresses some plastic

deformation of the material may occur on loading followed by a period of work hardening, called

primary creep, during which the dislocation density increases. In the secondary creep stage

the material deforms at a constant rate and it is assumed that a steady-state has been

reached in which a balance exists between the work hardening and recovery rates so that the

dislocation density is constant. An increasing creep rate, known as tertiary creep, proceeds

failure. Under service conditions, primary creep will be negligible, failure is not expected to

occur, so it is the secondary or steady-state creep rate, de^/dt, which is used in enginaering

design. This is usually described by the power-law creep equation, as follows :-

d£j.s/dt = A on exp (-Q/RT) (1)

where A is a constant, c the applied stress, n is the stress exponent which can vary from 1 to 7

depending on the type of creep occurring, Q the activation energy for creep (usually the
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Fig. 1 A typical creep curve for a polycrystelline material showing the three stages
of creep.
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Fig. 2 The change in strain rate as a function of stress at constant temperature
for different mechanisms of creep. The grain size, d, is important in the
diffusion creep region; a small grain size increases the creep rate.



activation energy for self-diffusion), R is the gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvins.

The variation of n with stress is shown in Fig. 2. At very low stresses where creep

occurs by the diffusional flow of atoms, n = 1. At intermediate stresses where the deformation

occurs by dislocation glide-plus-climb, but dislocation ciimb is the rate controlling step, n - 4 or

5, increasing to about 7 at higher stresses. At very high stresses, when dislocation glide

becomes rate controlling, n becomes very much greater than 7 (values as high as 27 have

been measured, [1]) and Eqn.1 is no longer applicable. This is known as power-law

breakdown and is best described by an exponential function.

The areas of predominance of the different deformation mechanisms for pure copper

with a grain size of 0.1 mm are shown in Fig. 3, taken from Ref. 2. The deformation-

mechanism map is plotted in terms of shear stress, os, and temperature with contours of shear

strain rate, dy/dt, superimposed. In simple tension, the relationship between os, and tensile

stress, o t , is at = 3V* (os) and between dy/dt and tensile strain rate, dt/dt, is dy/dt = 3/2 (de/dt).

The service conditions of the capsule, viz. 15-30 MPa at 100 °C, are marked on Fig. 3 at

point A near the boundary between grain boundary diffusion creep and low temperature power-

law creep. The area in which creep testing has been performed is marked at point B, in the

power-law creep regime.

K>
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d - O-l mm „

0.2 04 O-6 OS
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Fig. 3 Deformation-mechanism map for pure copper with a grain size of 0.1mm.
(After ref.2). Contours of constant strain rate are shown in terms of shear
strain rate per second. Shear stresses and strain rates can be converted
into tensile stresses and strain rates using ot = 1.73.os and dy/dt =
1.73.de/dt. A is the area of service conditions and B that of the creep tests
performed



The deformation-mechanism maps in Ref.2 are produced by considering the rate

equations for different deformation mechanisms and therefore the accuracy of these maps

depends on the accuracy of the equations and input data. However, comparison of creep rate

data measured on oxygen-free phosphorus copper agrees well with the calculated creep rates,

the experimental data being a factor of two greater than those shown on the map.

Experimental and materials
Constant load creep tests were performed in uniaxial tension on specimens with a 5 mm

diameter and a 50 mm gauge length. Four different batches of oxygen-free high purity copper

were tested, two containing phosphorus (Cu-OFP) and two without (Cu-OF), as listed below:-

• Batch 000, grain size 60 urn, 10 ppm sulphur. Phosphorus-free. Produced in the form of

100 mm square forged bars.

• Batch 200, grain size 45 urn, 6 ppm sulphur. Phosphorus-free. Produced in the form of 10

mm diameter bars extruded at 800°C

• Batch 400 , grain size 45 urn. Same as batch 200 , but with 50 ppm phosphorus added.

• Batch 500, grain size 98 n.m, same as batch 400 in terms of chemical composition,

produced by hot rolling in the form of 25 mm thick plate.

The purity of the copper was 99.99% before the addition of phosphorus. More details of the

chemical compositions can be found in Ref. 1.

Results

Examples of creep curves from three of the batches are given in Figs. 4-6.
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Fig. 4 Creep curve for a specimen from batch 200 (P-free) tested at 215°C and
85 MPa. The steady-state creep rate was 1.7x10-8 per second.
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Fig. 5 Creep curve for a specimen from batch 400 tested at 215°C and 100 MPa.
The test was interrupted after 25585 h at 8.9% strain . The steady-state
creep rate was 5.9x10'10 per second.
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Fig.6 Creep curve for a specimen from batch 500 tested at 215°C and 100 MPa.
The plastic strain on loading was 3.5% and the steady-state creep rate was
5.5x10"9 per second.

The Cu-OF batches exhibited the highest creep rates and shortest lifetimes of all four batches.

The rupture life as a function of stress and temperature is shown in terms of the Larson-Miller

parameter, PLM, in Fig. 7. The Larson-Miller parameter is defined as:-

P L M = TTC + log.t) (2)

where Tis the temperature in Kelvins, t is the time to failure in hours and C is a constant. In

Fig. 7, a value of C= 11 has been used, which gives the best fit for the batch 400 data, but not

for batches 000 and 100.
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Batch 400 displayed the lowest creep rates, approximately 10 times lower than those of batch

500 and 100 times lower than batch 200, when comparing the same stress and temperature.

For example, at 215°C and 100 MPa the steady-state creep rates of batches 200. 500 and 400

were5.5x108s-1, 5.5x10"9s1 and5.9x10"10s1 respectively.

The n values (stress exponents) varied considerably depending on the material and

temperature as did the elongations at failure, £f.

For batch 000 at 75°C, n = 27, e, = 20-35 % (o = 140-170 MPa)

at 110°C, n=13, e, = 10-20 %, (a = 100-140 MPa)

at 145°C, n = 10, e, = 5-15 % ,(o = 90-130 MPa)

at 180-250°C, n = 5 , Ef = ~1 %, (o = .40-100 MPa).

For batch 200 at 45-35 MPa and 215°C, n = 5, increasing to - 8 at 85-100 MPa, (creep tests

on batch 200 were performed at 215°C only). ^ = -10 %.

For batches 400 and 500, at 215°C n = 15 and e, = 30-40 % , (o = 100-160 MPa);

at 250°C, n = 13.5, e, = 35-50 % (o = 90 -120 MPa);

at 275°C, n = 10.2 , e, = 30-40 % , (c = 80-100 MPa);

at 300°C, n = 6.7, ef = 20-35 % for batch 500 and n = 8 .^ = 30-45 % for batch 400 (o = 60-90

MPa);

and at 350°C, n = 5.9, ^ = 20-30 % (40-50 MPa).

Lack of data points at 300 and 350°C means that these n values are approximate, but a clear

trend of a decreasing n value with increasing temperature (or decreasing stress) can be seen.

£f also decreases with increasing temperature and this may be due to the effects of oxidation.

However, when comparing similar temperatures or stresses, the fracture elongations of the Cu-

OFP material are always greater than those of the Cu-OF specimens.

The microstructures after failure for the tests shown in Figs. 4 and 6 are given in Fig. 8.

In the microstructure of specimen 204, which failed at 11% strain, cavities and cracks could be



clearly seen. No such damage was seen in test 405. interrupted at 8.9% strain. The grains in

specimen 510 were highly elongated at the failure, but there was little sign of damage at the

gram boundaries, apart from a few large cavities. All tt.ree specimens showed signs of gram

boundary migration.

^^r-w^

Fig. 8 Polished and etched longitudinal sections at the fracture of:-
(left) specimen Cu-OF 204 showing cracks and cavities at the boundaries and

little deformation within the grains
(right) specimen Cu-OFP 510 showing highly elongated grains with little grain

boundary damage.

Discussion

Ref. 2 states that power-law breakdown for copper occurs at shear stresses greater than

1.26x103(j.. where n is the shear modulus, and is shown on Fig. 3 as a broken horizontal line.

This corresponds to a tensile stress of about 100 MPa at room temperature and ideally creep

testing should be carried out below this stress. Evaluation of the creep rates of tests on batch

400 performed at three different temperatures revealed that the activation energy for creep, Q,

corresponded to that of self-diffusion (197 kJ/moie) at a stress of 100 MPa, but under a stress

of 150 MPa the value of O obtained did not have a physical meaning, [3]. This indicates that

at a stress of 100 MPa the copper is deforming by power-law creep, but at 150 MPa, it is not.

There was a considerable variation of n with temperature ( and stress) for both types of copper.

However, under service conditions, n=1 in the diffusion creep regime and is expected to be 5-7

if deformation is controlled by low stress recovery creep.

The reason for the greater ductility exhibited by Cu-OFP is currently the subject of

discussion, [4] and as yet no firm conclusions can be drawn. It is known that during slow strain
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rate tensile testing of 99.98% Cu the elongation dropped from 35% at 200iC to about 10% at

400°C and less at higher temperatures. [5]. Tensile testing of Cu-OPP at the same strain rates

produced elongations of at least 45% at all temperatures up to 600"C. [3].

The form in which the copper is ootained (i.e. extruded rod or hot-rolled plate) affects

the mechanical properties. This is probably due to a combination of the difference in grain size

and texture. Copper with a grain size of about 0.1 mm in the form of hot-rolled plate most

closely matches the canister material.

The addition of 50 ppm P to Cu-OF decreased the creep rates by two orders of

magnitude. This is due to a combination of effects: solute atoms can lock dislocations at rest,

provide a frictional resistance to the movement of dislocations and also impede the recovery

rate. The latter will increase the amount of work hardening and this occurred in the Cu-OFP

as evidenced by a larger amount of primary creep and increase in hardness during creep. [4].

The greater ductilities of the Cu-OFP also meant that there was little contribution of the fracture

process to the steady-state creep rate. Although gram boundary migration occurred in both

types of alloy, grain boundary sliding, (indicated by the formation of cracks at triple points) and

cavity growth occurred in the Cu-OF and contributes to the strain rate.

Conclusions

The addition of 50 ppm phosphorus to oxygen-free high purity copper greatly improves the

creep strength and has a positive effect on the ductility. From a mechanical property point of

view the P-contair.ing copper is more suitable for a canister material.
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ABSTRACT

In the Swedish waste management programme, the copper canister is expected to provide
containment of the radionuclides for a very long time, perhaps millions of years. The purpose of
the present paper, is to analyse prerequisites for assessments of corrosion lifetimes for copper
canisters.

The analysis is based on compilations of literature from the following areas: chemical literature
on copper and copper corrosion, mineralogical literature with emphasis on the stability of copper
in near surface environments, and chemical and mineralogical literature with emphasis on the
stabilities and thermodynamics of species and phases that may exist in a repository environment

Three main types of situations are identified: (1) under oxidizing and low chloride conditions,
passivating oxide type of layers may form on the copper surface; (2) under oxidizing and high
chloride conditions, the species formed may all be dissolved; and (3) under reducing conditions,
non-passivating sulfide type layers may form on the copper surface.

Considerable variability and uncertainty exists regarding the chemical environment for the can-
ister, especially in certain scenarios. Thus, the mechanisms for corrosion can be expected to
differ greatly for different situations. The lifetime of a thick-walled copper canister subjected to
general corrosion appears to be long for most reasonable chemistries. (It is assumed that the
canister has no defects from manufacturing and that the bentonite buffer is intact). Localized
corrosion may appear for types (1) and (3) above but the mechanisms are widely different in
character. The penetration caused by localized corrosion can be expected to be very sensitive to
details in the chemistry.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The aim of the Swedish programme1'2 for the development of a system for the direct disposal
of spent nuclear fuel is to contain the radionuclides for a very long time. One important strategy to
achieve this aim is the application of the mulnbarrier principle.

This principle is applied in the Swedish reference disposal system1, KBS-3, which is being
developed by The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB). In this sys-
tem, the canisters are deposited in holes drilled through floors of tunnels with compacted ben-
tonite clay in between the canisters and the surrounding crystalline basement rock. Barrier func-
tions are provided by the spent fuel itself, by the canister, by the bentonite backfill and by the sur-
rounding rock.

In the Swedish programme1-2, a great emphasis is put on a long-life canister. The reference
canister consists of an inner one made of steel and an outer one made of almost pure copper. The
steel canister is intended to provide mechanical support and the copper canister to provide cor-
rosion resistance. Thus, it is essential that assessments - and assurances - can be made regarding
the performance of the canisters under repository conditions.

It should be observed, that the long-term performance of the canister must be maintained
without any further intervention (e.g. inspection, maintenance or modifications) after the closure
of the repository.2

Another important prerequisite is that the testing of the canister can only be carried out during
times that are much shorter in duration than the intended design life.

Thus, it is essential that all processes relevant to the degradation of the canister should be fully
understood and adequately dealt with.1-4 For the corrosion processes, it is necessary to under-
stand the chemical conditions and reactions in the vicinity of the canister as well as on its sur-
face2.5.6 i



A first prerequisite for the long service life of a canister is that it can be shown to resist general
corrosion for the required duration. Estimates of lifetimes with regard to general corrosion are
usually based on estimates of the availability of reacting species. This availability, in tum, is nor-
mally limited by diffusion resistance in the bentonite, possibly in combination with limits on the
access of reactive species to the outside of the bentonite.

If the lifetime of a canister is limited by localized corrosion, the lifetime will depend on a com-
bination of the availability of reactive species and the mechanism of the attack.

Thus, when the corrosion performance of a copper canister in a repository for spent nuclear
fuel is to be evaluated, it is necessary to understand:

the chemistry of the water contacting the canister
the reactions that take place at the copper surface
the properties of the reactants formed
the migration of reactive species to the canister
the migration of reactants away from the canister surface.
the mechanism(s) for the corrosion process(es).

These aspects have been analysed614 as a pan of a performance assessment project6, SITE
94, which is presently being carried out by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI). As a
part of this project, the general corrosion of a copper canister has been simulated.1314

Simulations are also underway for localized corrosion, although this is a more complex task and
also subject to greater uncertainties.

The safety to be assessed is that of the entire repository. It is necessary that the safety analysis
should be comprehensive, integrated and transparent. It should be based on a thorough under-
standing of all pertinent phenomena as well as the interrelations between the different pans of the
process system.

In SITE 94, a scenario analysis is being carried out as a special sub-project6. The purpose of
the scenario analysis is to establish a structure for the analysis and to visualize that structure.

Three types of external conditions that may affect canister stability have been identified in
SITE 94: mechanical load, manufacturing deficiencies, and the future chemical composition of the
groundwater.

The present paper deals with the chemical durability of the copper canisters under crystalline
bedrock repository conditions. The purpose of the paper is to compile relevant background
knowledge and to analyse and discuss corrosion processes that may determine the lifetime of a
copper canister in a repository for spent nuclear fuel.

Issues relating to mechanical loads are beyond the scope of the paper. This includes synergetic
effects involving tensile stresses in combination with chemical attacks - so-called stress cor-
rosion.

CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT

The reactions that might take place at the copper surface depend i.a. on the composition of the
surrounding groundwater and of the bentonite clay6.

The composition of the groundwater is strongly dependent on the composition of the fracture
minerals and also on that of the surrounding host rock. The composition of the groundwater can
vary considerably, even within a limited rock volume. In particular, the composition varies with
depth6. Considerable variations can also be expected to appear with time.6 In addition, there are
large uncertainties regarding the future evolution of the groundwater.6

Table 1. Content of certain species in three groundwaters at the Äspö site. Concentrations in
mgfl

bore hole
depth
Na
Ca
Fe
Mn
Cl
HCO3

S04

KAS02
530-535 m
2100
1890

0.244
0.29

6410
10

560

KLX02
1631-1681m

8200
18500

47200
14.1

905

HLX01
0-50m

32.5
37.8

4.22

18
115
47.8



In Table 1 compositions are given for three selected typical groundwaters at the Äspö Hard
Rock Laborator)' site in southeast Sweden.6 The listing includes only dominating species or spe-
cies of interest for copper corrosion purposes.

The water contacting the canister will be somewhat different from the groundwater in the sur-
rounding rock. The main reasons for these differences are interactions with the bentonite clay and
the presence of residual air from the operational phase.

In particular, it can be expected that the redox potential, the iron(II) content and the reduced
sulfur content be modified through interactions between the groundwater and the iron sulfide in
the bentonite.

During the operational phase, and for some time after closure of the repository, oxygen orig-
inating from air may be present in the water contacting the canister15. The availability of such re-
sidual oxygen for canister corrosion depends on a number of factors, amongst others:

• the initial degree of water saturation in the backfill as well as the manner in which the bentonite
takes up water

• the rate and the distribution of the inflow of groundwater to the bentonite
• the rate and the mechanism for oxidation of the iron sulfide in the bentonite
• the pattern of diffusion of the dissolved oxygen

It is also conceivable that surface water containing oxygen might reach repository depth.6

Moreover, neither of the concentrations of chloride, sulfide, sulfate and iron(II) ions can be
expected to be simple functions of time.

Under reducing conditions, the groundwater will typically contain reduced sulfur species.
These will consist of sulfide, hydrogen sulfide, and polysulfide ions. The relative composition
will depend on the pH and Eh. The conversion between sulfide and polysulfide ions has been ob-
served to be hindered10. Under mildly oxidizing conditions, sulfur in the iron sulfide might oxi-
dize to form polysulfides.

No example has been found1 where sulfate ions are reduced under groundwater conditions
without the action of microorganisms. The direct reduction of sulfate ions by copper is not ther-
modynamically possible1. Sulfidation of copper by sulfate is, however, thermodynamically poss-
ible if iron-II is present1. It has been found16 that even deep fracture systems in crystalline bed-
rock may host significant microbiological activity (including sulfur-reducing bacteria).

COPPER CHEMISTRY

Copper and copper alloys have been known to man for thousands of years10. They are well-
known for their resistance to corrosion in near surface environments as has been observed on ar-
chaeological artifacts and occurrences of native copper.

This resistance to corrosion can be explained in part by the fact that copper is thermodynam-
ically stable in pure oxygen free water1-7. However, dissolved species in e.g. groundwater can
oxidize copper to form solid phases or dissolved species. At high electrochemical potentials, the
solid phases formed are expected to be oxides and oxide-related phases. At low potentials, the
solid phases formed are expected to be sulfides and sulfide-related phases.

In the presence of oxygen, and in neutral to moderately alkaline water solutions, copper is
oxidized to copper(II)oxide. When present, hydroxide, chloride, sulfate and carbonate ions might
be incorporated into the copper(II)oxide type of solids.9 Different phases will form, depending
on the details in the chemistry of the water contacting the canister.9 The candidate phases
include9: tenorite (CuO), connellite (Cu37Cl8(SO4)2(OH)62*8H2O), paratacamite (Cu2(OH)3Cl),
brochantite (Cu4SO4(OH)6), malachite (Cu2CO3(OH)2), and azurite (Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2).

If access to oxygen is limited, copper(I)oxide, cuprite (Q12O), is formed instead. Copper(I)
oxide is stabilized by chloride ions through the formation of copper chloride complexes. Most of
these complexes are charged and appear in solution. Thus, under such conditions, it is possible
that no solid phase will form on the copper surface.

Copper reacts swiftly with reduced sulfur species to produce copper sulfide and hydrogen. A
simplified Pourbaix diagram showing the stability and metastability fields of copper and reduced
sulfur is given in Figure I.9-17 As is explained in the figure legend, the stability and metastability
fields encountered are very different depending on whether the change is from oxidizing to re-
ducing conditions, or vice versa.9-17

Cations present in the groundwater - especially transition metals with a low charge - may, in
many casss, readily be incorporated into copper sulfide type phases. This chemistry is even more
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Figure 1. Persistency fields of (a) copper(II) sulfide and(b) copper(I) sulfide. Several phases
of intermediate composition exist; they have been neglected for simplicity. Reduction reactions
can be expected to correspond relatively well with equilibrium processes (the lower persistency
boundaries in the diagrams), while the oxidation reactions are typically path-controlled (more sul-
fur-rich phases are formed). Note that in a real repository situation other transition elements will
probably also be present in any sulfides formed. See Reference [9] for details.

complex9. The compositions are typically variable, there are many phases and hysterisis effects
are legio (kinetic factors play a prominent role). Conversions between phases typically involve
redox reactions as well as metastabilities9. A typical example of this behaviour can be found in
the copper - iron - sulfur system which is described in Reference [9]. This system is of particular
interest since iron(II) is present in the groundwater and since the bentonite clay contains iron sul-
fide.

Much of the explanation of the behaviour of copper under reducing conditions can be found in
the fundamental chemistries of copper and sulfur*-9'10'18. In sulfides, copper has never been ob-
served to have any other oxidation number than +1.18 This situation is very different as compared
to that for oxides where copper may have oxidation numbers +2 or +1, as mentioned above. The
explanation of this behaviour is that sulfur - contrary to oxygen - is not sufficiently electronega-
tive to remove more than one electron from the copper atom. Instead, sulfur has a valence that
varies between -1/2 and -2.

Moreover, in most - or perhaps all - copper sulfides, some of the valence electrons are delocal-
ized and give rise to a high electric conductivity. Typically, there are many vacant sites in the
structures and a consequent high mobility of cations9-18.

The fundamental differences that exist between the copper oxide and the copper sulfide
chemistries imply that the character of a corrosion attack on a copper canister can be very different
depending on the circumstances.

COPPER CORROSION

Under oxidizing, low chloride conditions and at intermediate pH values, oxide type layers can
be expected to form on copper surfaces. Such layers are poor electrical conductors, have a
(relatively) fixed composition and show a low mobility of charged species. Thus, the layers can
be expected to be protective, i.e. once formed, they will inhibit any further attack on a general
corrosion basis.

This situation is a comparatively favourable one from the point of view of canister longevity.
The oxygen available only reacts slowly with the canister, thus providing time for reactions with
other species that can be oxidized e.g. the iron sulfide in the bentonite. Moreover, since the attack
is even, a considerable amount of oxygen will have to diffuse to the canister surface and react be-
fore any penetration can take place.



The protective layers on the copper surface are protective in the sense that they hinder
reactions that would otherwise take place. Under certain circumstances, local chemistries,
different from those in the bulk of the gTOundwater, may develop in the close vicinity of and on
isolated parts of the copper surface. The microchemistry at the copper surface may be separated
into anodic and cathodic areas perhaps related to faults in the passive film. At such localized
parts, pits can form and, once initiated, they might propagate since the chemical conditions in a
pit will inhibit restoration of the local protective film. The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.

The possibilities for pit formation as well as the pitting factor can be expected to depend
strongly on the details of the chemical environment. (The pitting factor is the ratio between the
depth of the deepest pit and the depth of the average corrosion). No records have been found in
literature on experimental investigations of pitting corrosion on copper under conditions that re-
semble those in a nuclear waste repository.16

Pitting has, however, been observed on many metals. In cases where the metal surface is
passivated by an oxide layer, certain general patterns can be identified. Thus, at low
electrochemical potentials, a metal typically shows immunity towards corrosion. At high
electrochemical potentials in combination with acidic conditions, no protective layer is formed and
a rapid general corrosion can be observed. At high electrochemical potentials, together with
moderate to high pH-values, "perfect" passivation might occur (with associated slow uniform
corrosion). In between the latter two areas, and above a minimum electrochemical potential (the
protective potential19), pitting might take place. The location of the pitting area in the Pourbaix
diagram is typically heavily dependent on details in the chemistry, e.g. the chloride concentration.
The pits are typically shallow on the acidic side and deep on the alkaline side.

Under ordinary conditions, pitting corrosion is rarely observed on copper. This is due to the
nobel character of copper itself in combination with the good passivating properties of copper
oxides, extending to very high electrochemical potentials. Normally this implies that high poten-
tials are required to initiate a pitting process, potentials that are encountered when the system is in
contact with air. However, the situation might be quite different if the chemistry of the water is
unfavourable.

Under oxidizing and high chloride conditions, the oxidized copper may form charged chloride
complexes that appear in solution. Under such conditions, it is possible that no solid phases will
form on the copper surface, and the corrosion can be expected to be uniform.

However, a real situation could be more complex20. Copper(I) complexes formed at the cop-
per surface may diffuse away from the surface and then react with oxygen to form copper(II)
which, in tum, may or may not form dissolved species depending on the specific chemistry. If
dissolved species are formed, some of them will diffuse away from the copper surface while
others may diffuse to the vicinity of the copper surface. In the latter case, copper(II) and cop-
per(O) may react to form copper(I).

Nonetheless, the copper surface might be clean and the corrosion uniform. (Another possibil-
ity is that a slow access of oxygen gives rise to a mild oxidation of iron sulfide in the bentonite.
In such a case, polysulfides may form, diffuse to the copper surface and participate as reducible
species in corrosion processes).

Under reducing conditions and in the presence of dissolved reduced sulfur species, sulfide
layers may form on the copper surface. These layers can not be expected to be protective since
they are (at least for the most pan) good conductors of electrons as well as of copper cations9-18.
Consequently, no mechanism for the formation of normal corrosion pits has been identified.

It might therefore be tempting to conclude that such corrosion must be uniform. Localized cor-
rosion is still conceivable, however. It should be realized that while reduced sulfide species can

Figure 2.
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migrate (diffuse) through the groundwater, copper can also be expected to be quite mobile in the
copper sulfides formed. Copper might actually transfer more rapidly through the solid sulfide
phase formed than reduced sulfur transfers through the groundwater. In such a case, the growth
of sulfide on the copper canister might take place at specific locations to form outgrowths of a
"whisker"-type using copper from underneath the whisker base. A second possibility is growth
of sulfide crystallites in preferred directions and a third possibility is formation of sulfide phase
preferentially in voids in the bentonite. In such processes, pits will form although the mechanism
for pitting is entirely different from the one described above for oxidizing conditions. The mech-
anisms are illustrated in Figures 3a-c.

CANISTER PERFORMANCE

The chemical durability of a canister depends on the availability of reactive species and the
mechanism of the attack. Evaluations of the availability of reactive species can usually be con-
vened in a relatively straightforward manner to general corrosion lifetimes. They are also necess-
ary when localized corrosion is to be evaluated.

Several calculations of general corrosion have been reported1-6-13-14 for KBS-3 type of
repositories. In most cases, it has been assumed or presumed that residual oxygen will react
within a short time, at most a few hundred years. Consequently, previous work concentrated on
general corrosion under reducing conditions.

Recently, as a part of the SITE 94 work at SKI, calculations of general corrosion have been
carried out for three cases:13-14

• diffusive mass-transport of sulfide through the bentonite to the canister surface under reducing
conditions (the sulfide originates from the groundwater as well as from the iron sulfide in the
bentonite)

• diffusive mass-transport of oxygen from the surrounding groundwater to the canister surface
• diffusive mass-transport of copper chloride species away from the canister surface under com-

paratively highly oxidizing conditions

In most of the cases analysed, the calculations result in general corrosion canister lifetimes of
several hundred thousand years, and longer.

Such results from calculations should, however, not be accepted as likely containment times
without a careful analysis of e.g. assumptions and uncertainties. Some topics for such caution
may be the following:

• the process for resaruration of the repository with groundwater after closure
• the attack on the canister by uniform corrosion can be expected to take place at different rates

on different parts of the surface due e.g. to differences in access to oxygen
• if large pores of unfavourable shapes are present in the canister (e.g. defects from manufac-

turing), the effective thickness might be significantly reduced
• changes in the groundwater with time

* intrusion of oxygenated water (e.g. in connection with a glaciation)
* cyclic variations

• changes in the properties of the bentonite with time, including possibilities of channeling



• reduction of sulfate ions through the action of microorganisms (such calculations have actually
been performed13-14)

One interesting feature of general corrosion calculations is that they indicate the significance of
intact bentonite barriers and the importance of understanding phenomena that might be detrimental
to the barrier functions.

In order to evaluate canister durability with respect to localised corrosion, it is necessary' to
describe the local character of the attack (in addition to knowing the concentrations of reactive
species and their time dependencies).

In previous work1-13-14 on localized corrosion, the local character of the attack has been taken
into consideration by the utilization of a pitting factor. Such an approach has the advantage of
simplicity and might be useful for illustrations of the significance of localized corrosion.

It was discussed in the previous section how at high electrochemical potentials, the conditions
for pitting corrosion - as well as the shapes of the pits - change with chemistry. It can be ex-
pected, that the degree of local character of the corrosion (determined e.g. as the pitting factor) is
very sensitive to details in the chemistry. For moderate changes, the system might shift between
passivation, pitting and rapid general corrosion.

It should be remembered, especially when localized corrosion is being considered, that the
canisters will have to be manufactured, and that different deficiencies may be introduced in the
manufacturing processes. Thus, a real canister may have pores and fissures of different sizes and
shapes that may promote crevice corrosion. (Crevice corrosion is similar in nature to pitting cor-
rosion). Moreover, matter may segregate in the weld and this could also give rise to localized cor-
rosion if parts of the weld become more susceptible to chemical attack. Segregation of matter
could also take place through excessive grain growth which, in tum, could also lead to localized
corrosion.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, results from previous and ongoing work6"14 within the SITE 94 safety
analysis project have been presented. The main conclusions so far are as follows:

• Considerable variability and uncertainty exist regarding the chemical environment for the
canister, especially in certain scenarios.

• The mechanisms for corrosion can be expected to differ greatly for different repository en-
vironments.

• The lifetime of a thick-walled copper canister subjected to general corrosion appears to be long
for most reasonable chemistries. (It is assumed that the canister has no defects from manufac-
turing and that the bentonite buffer is intact.)

• Localized corrosion appears to be possible under reducing as well as oxidizing conditions. The
mechanisms are widely different, however.

• The penetration caused by localized corrosion can be expected to be very sensitive to details in
the chemistry.

At present, work is underway to determine the actual compositions, redox potentials and pH-
conditions under which pitting corrosion can take place as well as the local character of the -tiack.
Other activities are aimed at determining the significance of different factors for localized cor-
rosion under reducing conditions.
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1 Introduction

The Technical Report KBS 90, which was prepared in 1978 by The
Swedish Corrosion Institute (SCI) and its reference group, is
dealing with "Copper as canister material for unreprocessed nuc-
lear waste - evaluation with respect to corrosion". In 1983 this
subject was further developed in the Technical Report KBS 83-24
"Corrosion resistance of a copper canister for spent nuclear
fuel" prepared by the same institute. Since then several studies
have been carried out on copper canister corrosion. Here an eff-
fort will be made to survey the main results of these stu-
dies, especially focusing on the work initiated by SKB.

The repository system now bei u. onsidered (1) is largely the
same as the one dealt with in KBS 90 and KBS 83-24, although the
canister is somewhat modified. It consists of an outer canister
of PHC copper with a wall thickness of 50 mm, covering an inner
container of carbon steel with the same wall thickness. The spa-
ce between the fuel rods in the canister may be filled with pac-
king, such as beads of borosilicate glass (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sketch of canister; the canister has a length of 5 m
and a diameter of 88 cm; the canister wall consists of 5 cm
steel and 5 cm copper (1).
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2 Thermodynamic possibilities for copper corrosion

Due to the extremely long service life required for the canis-
ter, the evaluation of its corrosion resistance in KBS 90 and
KBS 83-24 was, as far as possible, based on thermodynamic consi-
derations and on mass transport calculations of possible reac-
tants. From a thermodynamic point of view only those reactions
between copper and the environment are possible, which decrease
the free energy (G) of the system. Mainly due to this limita-
tion, the estimation of the oxidation of copper in the reposito-
ry has been restricted to reactions with the following oxidants:

• Oxygen dissolved in the groundwater during a period (up to so-
me hundred years (16)) immediately following sealing of the re-
pository, according to the reactions

4Cu + O2 = 2CU2O and

2Cu + O2 = 2Cu0.

* Hydrogen(I) in water in the presence of sulphide when the re-
dox potential in the repository has decreased below about -200
mV (SHE), according to the reaction

2Cu • HS" * H-.O = Cu-.S + H-. OH

2.1 In water

In 1986 Hultquist (2) has reported on an investigation, where
copper foil (more than 99.7 % Cu) had corroded in pure (di-
stilled) water at 25°C under the development of hydrogen. The
hydrogen was monitored by a solid electrolyte probe (Figure 2).
Hydrogen was produced at a rate of 2.2x10 - g.h"', equivalent tc
an average rate of copper corrosion of 0.1 ^gcm"--.h"', if copper
is oxidized according to the following reaction:

2Cu + H?0 = Cu-,0 * H-».

10 ttftlMtir

Figure 2. Experijnental set up and hydrogen probe according to
Hultquist (2).
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The amount of hydrogen reported to be present in the gas volume
(0.2 dnr') of the reaction vessel after about 1100 h exposure was
0.8 mg, which is equivalent to a partial pressure for hydrogen
of about 0.45 bar. The equilibirium partial pressure for hydro-
gen in contact with copper/copper oxide in water at 25°C is
about 10~ll:' bar. Hultquist suggests that the reaction is irre-
versible and that the hydrogen evolved can therefore reach any
partial pressure in an oxygen-free corroding system. The conclu-
sions, however, seem to be contradictory to thermodynamic prin-
ciples and have therefore initiated further studies.

In one study reported by Simpson et al. 1987 (3), copper foil
specimens were exposed to the testing agent in glass flasks (Fi-
gure 3). A stream of nitrogen gas (5 nines nitrogen; 0; less
than 2 ppm by volume, Hv less than 1 ppm by volume) was passing
over the testing agent in the flasks. The nitrogen gas was assu-
med to pick up any gas evolved by corrosion reactions in the
flasks. After passing a cold trap for water removal the nitrogen
gas finally entered a gas chromatograph calibrated for hydrogen
analysis. Two testing agents were used: synthetic granitic
groundwater and sodium chloride solution both containing about
8000 mg Cl'/l. Tests were carried out at 50 and 80°C and the
tests lasted for 1008 alternatively 672 h.

©
1] Nitrogen qas disk.
2) water to moisten gas.
)] Specimen flasks (3).
4| Water bath

fSJ Cold trap co remove
[ 6 ] Gas chroinatoa.raph
(7] Sas (low rate meter

Figure 3. Sketch of experimental apparatus,
et al. (3).

according to Simpson

During these exposure tests in chloride-containing water no hy-
drogen evolution was detected, i.e. the rate of hydrogen pro-
duction was less than 0.0037xlO"li g H^ .h"1 .m"*. This rate is
4000 times lower than the rate reported by Hultquist for copper
in pure water at 25°C. Thus, the corrosion rate of copper was
found to be less than 0.0003 pm/a in the oxygen-free, dilute
chloride solutions studied, and the results support the thermo-
dynamical evidence that water cannot be an oxidant for copper in
pure water or dilute chloride solutions.

In 1989 Eriksen et al. (4) made another reinvestigation of cop-
per corrosion in deoxygenated water. They exposed copper foil to
pure deoxygenated water in a closed reaction vessel of quartz
(Figure 4). The production of hydrogen was checked through gas
analysis by gas chromatography, having a detection limit of 10
ppm. After exposure the surface coating on the copper was ana-
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iysed by E5CA and cathodic reduction, and the water was aniysed
for copper by atomic absorption spectrometry.

rotomtt»?

Figure 4. Sketch of reaction vessel and gas sampling system,
according to Eriksen et al. (4).

During an exposure period of 61 days no hydrogen evolution was
detected. After exposure, however, the copper surface was une-
venly corroded; large areas were seemingly unaffected, whereas
smaller areas were clearly discoloured. The thin corrosion layer
on the surface was believed to have been formed by reaction be-
tween copper and oxygen present in the reaction vessel, i.e. ac-
cording to the thermodynamically feasible reaction

2Cu + l/2O2 = Cu2O.

Thus, these results do not support the conclusions reported by
Hultquist.

In 1989 Hultquist et al. (5), however, published results to sup-
port the previous conclusion that copper can corrode in pure,
oxygen-free water under the development of hydrogen. In the
tests described, copper was exposed to aerated water at 5OC'C in
two glass vessels; one sealed with a palladium sheet and thereby
closed to oxygen but relatively open to hydrogen permeation, and
the other one sealed with a platinum sheet and thereby closed to
both hydrogen and oxygen (Figure 5). During an initial period
(about 200 h), when presumably the oxygen content of the water
was consumed, a colour change took place on the copper surfaces
in both vessels. During the subsequent exposure period (200-3000
h) corrosion continued to proceed in the palladium-sealed vessel
but apparently stopped in the platinum-sealed one. By ESCA the
thickness of the layer of corrosion products on the copper sur-
faces was found to be about 5-6 times greater in the former ves-
sel than in the latter one. The reason was assumed to be that
hydrogen formed during the corrosion process could escape by
diffusion through the palladium sheet but not through the plati-
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num sheet. Further, using SIMS technique, comparatively grsat
amounts of CuH+ and CuOH"*" were found in the corrosion products
on copper, when exposed to water in the closed vessels. In this
publication thermodynamic possibilities for oxidation of copper
by oxygen-free water were discussed taking into account the pos-
sible escape of atomic hydrogen formed and electrode reactions
of type one electron transfer, leading to the formation of
Cu( I)species.

Figure 5. Experimental arrangement, according to Hultquist et al.
(5).

On the initiative of SKB, Taxen (6) at SCI studied the thermody-
namic possibilities for "Hydrogen evolution in a system of cop-
per, water and air". Taxen came to the conclusion that from
thermodynamic point of view the following reaction is not pos-
sible as it would involve an increase in free energy:

2Cu + H20 = Cu2O * H2.

Taxen, however, also found that it is thermodynamically possible
for copper to react with water under the development of hydro-
gen, provided oxygen is consumed simultanously, e.g. according
to the following reaction:

8Cu + 2H2O + 0; = 4Cu2O + 2H2.

The reaction products, however, would be in a metastable state
and the evolved hydrogen gas would be an intermediary product.
Taxen concludes that if this hypothetical reaction path is valid
and if the amount of copper oxidized by a certain supply of oxy-
gen is estimated by an energy balance (not stoichiometrically),
the estimates of the corrosion depth due to oxygen attack made
in KBS 83-24 should be approximately tripled. As this corrosion
depth is less than 0.1 mm, an increase by a factor of three
would affect the total depth of attack on the canister only mar-
ginally.

To get more knowledge about the reaction reported by Hultquist,
Statens Kärnbränslenämnd (SKN) initiated an investigation at the
Swedish National Testing and Research Institute (SP). When SKN
ceased to exist in 1992, this investigation was taken over by
Statens Kärnkraftinspektion (SKI). Möller (7) has reported on
this investigation, which was meant to be a repetition of Hult-
quist's experiment described in reference (5). Hultquist assi-
sted as advisor during the work. Comparative exposure tests of
copper foil in pure water were made in vessels sealed with pal-
ladium and platinum sheet respectively. Largely the experiments
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simulated the work carried cut by Hultquist, although gecrsetry
and dimensions were different. SP used test tubes of quartz
glass, while Hultquist used reaction vessels of soda lime glass;
SP, however, also made tests, where copper wire was exposed in
vessels of soda lime glass. The exposure lasted for up to two
years. The exposed copper specimens were examined using various
analysis techniques. The amount of oxide formed on the specimens
during the exposure was determined by pickling and weighing. The
following results were obtained:

• No difference in discolouration of the copper surface was ob-
served between specimens exposed in the quartz glass vessels
sealed with palladium and platinum sheet respectively; the cop-
per wires exposed in palladium covered vessels of soda lime
glass, however, were slightly more discoloured than those expo-
sed under platinum cover.

• No significant difference was observed in the amount of oxide
formed in reaction vessels of quartz glass sealed with palladium
and platinum sheet respectively; due to an experimental error,
however, no comparison could be made between the specimens expo-
sed in vessels of soda lime glass (Table 1).

• No oxide growth was observed during the second year of exposu-
re; probably all oxide was formed in the beginning cf the expo-
sure period, when oxygen was present in the water.

It was concluded that copper does not corrode in pure, oxy-
gen-free water. It was not excluded, however, that water in some
unknown way is involved in the reaction between copper and dis-
solved oxygen.

Table 1. Amount of oxide formed (ug/cnr); time of exposure
within brackets, according to Möller (7).

Sealing Foil Wire

Pd

Pd

Pt

Pt

Pt with air leakage

82 (9 months)

56 (24 months)

52 (11 months)

57 (24 months)

827 (8.3 months)

77 (ca 5 months)

44 (ca 5 months)

Pickled in HC1
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In summary of this chapter, Hultquists conclusion that copper
can corrode in oxygen-free water under the development of hydro-
gen has not been confirmed in the investigations carried out by
Simpson et al., Eriksen et al. and Moiler at SP. Further, Taxen
has confirmed that such a reaction is in contradiction with
thermodynamic data, although copper can react with water under
the production of hydrogen, provided oxygen is consumed simulta-
nously.

2.2 In aqueous chloride solutions

In KBS 83-24 thermodynamic studies by Wai lin were reported, she-
wing that copper is thermodynamically stable in the groundwater
expected in the repository, even if it has a chloride concentra-
tion of up to 35 000 mg/1, i.e. when the redox potential has
decreased to below about -200 mV (SHE), and presuming that the
groundwater has a pH value of 7-9 and further that the bentcr.ite
buffers the pH to 8-9.

To clarify the conditions in case of temporary chloride enrich-
ment in the bentonite buffer, SKB has initiated further studies
of the influence av high chloride concentrations on the corro-
sion of copper under repository conditions. Thus, Taxen (8), SCI
has considered the thermodynamic possibilities of copper corro-
sion in water containing 3.0 M Cl" (about 100,000 mg/1). The
possibilities for the following reaction were examined:

Cu • H+ • Cl* = CuCl + 1/2H;.

It was shown that even at pH 0 and 3.0 M Cl * this reaction can
not take place in a closed system to give molecular hydrogen of
unit activity, neither at 25°C nor at 100°C. The dominating dis-
solved copper species in equilibrium with metallic copper were
found to be trichloride complex with Cu(I) at 25:'C and dichlcri-
de complex with Cu(I) at 100°C.

For the case of a copper canister surrounded by bentonite in a
repository the system is not closed. The dissolved copper spe-
cies and the dissolved hydrogen formed through reaction between
the chloride solution and the copper will be transferred by dif-
fusion through the bentonite to the groundwater passing by the
repository. Under steady-state conditions the rates of corrosion
and diffusion will be in balance. By calculation of the diffu-
sion the corrosion rate of copper in water containing 3.0 M Cl"
at pH 7.0 was estimated to be in the order of 0.1 mg copper per
year and canister, corresponding to an average depth of attack
of about 1 /im in 10b years (Figure 6). This depth of attack
seems insignificant in comparison with the attack through reac-
tion with SH~.

2.3 Oxidation of copper by sulphate

As explained in KBS 90 and KBS 83-24 the oxidation of copper by
sulphate is thermodynamically possible only in the presence of a
reducing agent, such as Fe(II) species. Under repository condi-
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tir-.is, however, the oxidation is negligibly small, even over
geological periods of time. Later Grauer (17) has studied this
matter further and concluded that corrosion of copper by sulpha-
te under final-storage conditions can be ruled out with a prc-
bafcility verging on certainty.

Sulphate-reducing micro-organisms, however, can catalyze the re-
duction cf sulphate to sulphide, which can react with copper and
cause corrosion. According to knowledge available when the KBS
reports were prepared, the micro-organisms require access to
degradable organic matter for their life processes. The supply
of such organic matter was considered determining for the reac-
tion rate, even with an excess of sulphate present. It was assu-
med that 5.6 mg of organic matter gives rise to 1 mg of sulphi-
de. - In the 1980ies, however, publications (9) have appeared
stating that certain sulphate-reducing bacteria can grow on
CO2 and even on products of their own metabolism as environmen-
tal conditions change. It seems justified to study whether these
new results significantly affect the estimations of the copper
canister corrosion.

-2 -1

(CMorltft conc«ntntl»n). H

Figure 6. Estimated rate of the diffusion limited hydrogen redu-
cing corrosion per copper canister vs. chloride concentration;
steady state conditions at pH 7.0 are assumed, according to Taxen (8)

3 Pitting corrosion of copper

In SKB 90 and SKB 83-24 the expected maximum pit depth was esti-
mated by multiplying the calculated average penetration by a
pitting factor (Pt-). The largest value of the pitting factor ob-
served in Denison-Romanoff's extensive field tests in different
types of soil in the United States was 25. This value was regar-
ded as conservative since according to theoretical analyses
the pitting factor decreases with time, which was also confirmed
by examination of archaeological artifacts of copper material
and native copper having been exposed to soil for thousands of
years. These objects showed a pitting factor of 2-6. The pitting
factors determined in the cases mentioned are probably mainly
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valid for objects exposed in aerated zones of soil.

To get more knowledge about pitting to be expected on the copper
canisters, SKB initiated theoretical studies of this matter at
SCI. From these studies Taxen (10) has reported on pitting cor-
rosion of copper with sulphide as the reaction determining reac-
tant, according to the following reactions:

• anode reaction: HS" + 2Cu = Cu-S + H + + 2e~

* cathode reaction: 2H+ + 2e~ = H-,.

In this case H(I) in water can act as an oxidant of copper due
to the low solubility of copper sulphide. The anode reaction is
limited by the supply of sulphide to the anodic sites. The cat-
hode reaction, however, may occur anywhere on the canister sur-
face. The molecular hydrogen is dissolved in the pore water of
the bentonite and diffuses away from the surface. Due to this
mechanism the corrosion rate is expected to be higher at the
peaks than in the valleys of the surface, which will favour a
low pitting factor. Uneven corrosion may, however, arise due to
differences in reactivity over the copper surface.

Taxen studied two geometric models of pit growth in the present
system; one assuming the formation of a cylindrical pit, the ot-
her one the formation of a hemispherical pit. The approach was
aiming at a hypothetical case, which is so severe that any real
case must be more benovelent. The calculations showed that a cy-
lindrical pit seems to have the highest growth rate of any con-
ceivable pit geometry, the smaller the radius, the higher the
growth rate. For an HS" concentration of 1 mg/1 in the groundwa-
ter, a cylindrical pit with a radius of O.i mm and a pit depth
of 5 mm at the beginning will propagate about 10 mm in 100,000
years (Figure 7). A hemispherical pit with a pit depth of 5 mm
at the beginning will grow propagate 5 mm during the same time
period. In KBS 83-24 the maximum pit depth in pessimistic case
was estimated to 4.5 mm in 100,000 years, assuming a pitting
factor of 25 and a canister wall thickness of 60 mm. As Taxen in
his calculations has considered a very severe case, the ag-
reement seems satisfactory.

100

Figure 7. Propagation depth as a function of time for a cylindrical
pit limited only by diffusion of sulphide, according to Taxen (10).
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In his report Taxen also directs attention to the fact that the
bentonite contains sulphur as pyrite, FeS;, which has a solubi-
lity of 0.49 mg/1 in cold water. The disulphide ion formed on
dissolution can react with copper according to:

S 2 > + 2HT M C u = 2Cu2S * H2.

It seems desirable to check whether this reaction is of signifi-
cant importance to the corrosion of the copper canister

4 Stress corrosion cracking

Of course, the canister may be exposed to mechanical straining
in the repository. As explained in KBS 83-24, the stress corro-
sion resistance of OFHC and PHC copper has been studied emp-
loying the constant strain rate method. It has then been found
that stress corrosion cracking is unlikely in groundwater of the
type expected in the repository, both at room temperature and at
80°C. Both copper types, however, possess some sensitivity to
stress corrosion cracking in nitrite-containing aqueous solu-
tion, if the nitrite content is 69 mg/1 or more and the redox
potential is +344 mV (SHE) or higher, but such conditions were
not expected in the repository. It should be checked, however,
whether nitrite can form by radiolysis from nitrogen during the
early stages of the exposure, when the bentonite still holds so-
me air.

As the constant strain rate method is an accelerated stress cor-
rosion test, a supplementary stress corrosion investigation is
now being carried out by Kjell Pettersson at the Royal Institute
of Technology using fracture mechanics.

The work mentioned has mainly been concerned with external cor-
rosion effects. Even inside the canister, however, a corrosion
environment may be created. Water may be entrapped in crevices
between fuel rods and grids or within defective fuel rods, and
residues of air may occur in the canister, when it is closed.
Radiation from the enclosed fuel may lead to the formation of
various nitrogen-containing species, such as nitrate, nitrite
and ammoniacal compounds. If dissolved in water condensed inside
the canister, these species may form solutions which can cause
stress corrosion cracking in the inner steel canister, as well
as in the outer copper canister. Taxen (11) has considered
this problem in a theoretical study initiated by SKB.

To minimize the risks of stress corrosion cracking from inside,
the following efforts are needed and largely also planned by
SKB:

* The amount of water entrapped in the fuel rods must be reduced
as much as possible; the amount of water should be limited to
what can exist in the form of vapour inside the canister.

• The air must be evacuated and replaced with an inert gas, such
as argon, before the closure of the canister; the possibilities
for effective removal of air must be taken into account, when
the canister is designed and manufactured.
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• Efforts should be made tc specify criteria concerning greatest
permissible residues of water, oxygen and nitrogen in the ca-
nister, when it is closed.

Taxen (12) has also directed attention to the possibility that
fosfin (PH3) may form under specific conditions, when PHC copper
is corroding. As fosfin is a compound analogous to ammonia
(NH3), the question has been raised whether fosfin can cause
stress corrosion cracking of copper. As far as known, such cases
have not been reported. To minimize risks of this kind, Taxen
recommends that enrichments of phosphorus in the copper, e.g.
due to weldning, should be avoided or eliminated. Such enrich-
ments may also be unfavourable with respect to other types of
corrosion, e.g. intergranular corrosion.

5 Corrosion due to leakage through the canister wall

Nominally the canisters will be "leak tight". Nevertheless, the
consequences of unforeseen leakage have been considered, caused
by, e.g. weld defect, stress corrosion cracking or mechanical
fracture. Studies of this matter have been carried out by Marsh
at the Harwell Laboratory (13) and by Taxen at SCI (14,15).

Leakage means that water will enter the canister, possibly very
slowly. The water, which immediately after the closure of the
repository may contain dissolved air, will then be affected by
radiation from the fuel and radiolysis of the water may take
place according to the reaction

H20 = 1/20?.

Further, the carbon steel may be corroded by reaction with the
water according to the reaction

Fe * 2H2O = Fe(OH)2
 + H2.

This reaction may be stimulated by metallic contact between the
steel and copper canisters. As a consequence of the hydrogen
formation by the two reactions mentioned, there is a risk of hy-
drogen embrittlement and cracking of the steel canister.

If nitrogen is present, radiolysis may also lead to the forma-
tion of nitrate, nitrite or ammoniacal compunds, which may cause
stress corrosion cracking in the steel canister as well as in
the copper canister. Replacing the air in the canister with ar-
gon, as planned, will reduce this risk drasticly (cf. chapter
4).

Several scenarios have been discussed concerning the rate of ca-
nister degradation due to leakage. Of course, even a leaking ca-
nister is likely to prevent the spreading of species from the
spent fuel in the canister for considerable time, but it seems
difficult or impossible to specify any definite canister life in
this case.
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6 Conclusions

In the studies of copper canister corrosion carried out after
KBS 83-24 and summarized here, the following conclusions have
been identified:

• Hultquist's conclusion that copper can corrode in oxygen-free
water under the development of hydrogen has not been confirmed
in the investigations carried out by Simpson et al., Eriksen et
al. and Möller (SP). Further, Taxen has confirmed that such a
reaction is in contradiction with thermodynamic data, although
copper can react with water under the production of hydrogen,
provided oxygen is consumed simultanously.

• The average corrosion rate of copper in a repository due to
effects from water containing 3.0 M Cl" (about 100,000 mg/1) at
pH 7.0 has been estimated to be in the order of 1 pn in one mil-
lion years.

• In the 1980ies publications have appeared stating that certain
sulphate-reducing bacteria can grow on CO? and even on products
of their own metabolism. It is desirable to study whether these
results affect previous estimations of the copper canister cor-
rosion.

» Theoretical studies of pitting corrosion in copper due to
reaction with sulphide have shown that in a very severe case
pitting may propagate about 10 mm in 100,000 years. As any real
case has been considered to be more benovelent, the pitting fac-
tor 25 used in KBS 83-24 is in fair agreement with this result.
The pitting factor 5, based on observations on archaeological
artifacts of copper material and on native copper, is much lo-
wer, however, than expected from these theoretical calculations.

• It is desirable to check wether disulphide formed from pyrite
in the bentonite is of significant importance to the corrosion
of the copper canister.

• To minimize the risks of stress corrosion cracking from the
inside of the canister, the amount of water entrapped in the
fuel rods must be reduced as much as possible, and the air must
be evacuated and replaced with an inert gas, such as argon, be-
fore the closure of the canister. Further, efforts should be
made to specify criteria concerning largest permissible residues
of water, oxygen and nitrogen in the canister, when it is clo-
sed.

• To minimize the risk of stress corrosion cracking (and inter-
granular corrosion) in the copper, local enrichments of phospho-
rus, e.g. due to welding, should be avoided or eliminated.

• It should be checked whether nitrite can form by radiolysis
from nitrogen in the bentonite during the early stages of the
exposure, when the bentonite still holds some air.

• Water will enter a leaking canister and radiolysis and corro-
sion may lead to the formation of hydrogen, which may cause hy-
drogen embrittlement and cracking of the steel canister. In the
presence of air radiolysis may even lead to the formation of
nitrate, nitrite or ammoniacal compounds, which may cause stress
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corrosion cracking in the steel as well as in the copper canis-
ter. Of course, even a leaking canister will prevent spreading
of species from the encapsulated fuel for a considerable time
period. It is difficult, or maybe impossible, to specify the ef-
fective life of a leaking canister.
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Summary

The study is focused upon the manufacturing of a large copper canister meant for encapsulation of nuclear waste.
Tube making processes for high and low quantity production are reviewed as a background to the problem. Three-roll
forming" is considered to be a possible method for forming the tube (longitudinal weld) of the canister. The strip
material for the bending operation is produced by hot rolling. A rolling shedule is presented. The requirements of a
fine grained microstructure of the copper material, free from voids is taken into serious account. The shedule is
scrutinized with respect to roll contact pressures, force requirements and stress states in the centre of the workpiece,
all of them gradually rhanging from one pass to another. "Non-bite* rolling, is described as a method for improving the
stress states. As an alternative way for making the tube, "ring forging" and "ring rolling" are discussed. The idea is to
build the long tube by means of a series of rings which are joint by welding (circumferential welds). "Impact extrusion",
as a method for forming the bottom of the canister is analyzed by means of a commercial FEM-program.

Introduction

This work is concentrated to the manufacturing of a large copper canister with a length
4800 mm, an outer diameter 880 mm and a wall thickness 50 mm. The product is meant for
encapsulation of nuclear waste.

As a background to the problem some commonly used techniques for the production of seamless
tubes and welded tubes are presented. Only methods which are considered to be of interest on
grounds of principle are treated.

Two possible routes for manufacturing the tube of the canister are treated more into detail. One
is finished by "three roll forming" of a long and wide strip and the other one by "ring rolling" or
"ring forging" of hollow cylinders. Consequently the manufacturing of different types of tubes is
studied, one with a longitudinal welding seam and one with circumferential ones. Regarding the
first mentioned method, a rolling schedule for making the strip is presented. Here some
theoretical aspects are given. The manufacturing procedures are focused upon the goal of getting
a fine grained microstructure, free from voids. Considering the forming of the bottom of the
canister, two methods are mentioned and one of them, "impact extrusion", is treated more into
detail.

Oxygen-free copper of nominal composition 99,99% Cu is characterized by "excellent hot and
cold workability; good forgability. Fabricated by coining coppersmithing, drawing and upsetting,
hot forging and pressing, spinning, swaging, stamping" [1].

The equipments necessary for the "proposed" ways of manufacturing are most likely available in
Sweden.



Tube-making processes for large quantity production

Roll forming

In this process a rolled strip is gradually bent to a tubular form, when passing through a series of
stations, tooled with rolls of different shapes. The seam is welded.

Tubes of a diameters up to 500 mm are routinely cold-roll-formed and occasionally still larger
sizes [2]. The wall thicknesses generally ranges up to 20 mm [1].

The dimensional accuracy is usually not high [2].

SECTIONS -BREAKDOWN PASSES

O

UNCOIL ER

FLATTENER

STRIP FORMED
INTO TUBING

Helical roll formirte
[2]

This method is used if a tube of very large diameter is to be manufactured and the available
sheet width is not large enough for ordinary roll forming. The final tube is furnished with a
helical weld [2]

[4]



The Mannesmann piercing process

A heated cylindrical workpiece is cross-rnlled. The two roll axis are slightly inclined to the length
axis of the rod. In this way the material is pushed through the roll gap, where it is pierced by a
mandrel. Because of the geometrical working conditions, characterized by small ratios between
contact lengths and workpiece heights (found in cross sections of the workpiece), the hydrostatic
pressure becomes low in front of the nose of the mandrel. This explains why the piercing
mandrel easily penetrates into the rod, thus forming the workpiece into a tube.

In order to avoid crack formation in front of the mandrel it is necessary that high quality bars,
free from defects are used [1]. This has also been clear from two diploma works carried out at
the division, one on copper and one on ball bearing steels.

The Mannessmann process represents one way of making seamless tubes. The dimensional
accuracy is not high, but can be improved by subsequent forming operations.

In Sweden diameters of approximately 200 mm can be obtained by means of this method.

s e : s -« S E : : : sec 3 - 3 i t : r ; s t : » * « : S - G

[2]

Rotary piercing

For increasing the diameter of the tube from the Mannesmann mill, hot rotary piercing can be
applied. The dimensional control of the product is improved. By means of this method it is
possible to produce tubes of a diameter close to 1 m and lengths of 15 meters [2].

[2]



Plue rollins

A hot working process where the wall thickness is decreased and the inner diameter of the tube
is kept constant. The dimensional accuracy of the Mannesmann-rolled material is improved.
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[2]

Reeling

A cold working process meant for improving the roundness and the surface finish of the product.

[2]

Piercing

In piercing a cylindrical workpiece is put into a cylindrical container. A punch of a diameter
equal to that of the desired hole penetrates the centre of the upper surface of the workpiece and
further down along the length axis of the workpiece. The deformed material moves in opposite
direction to that of the punch. In this way the tube is formed.



When a long punch is needed it is often difficult to control its the central position during the
stroke. This means that during the deformation, the symmetry axis of the punch might not
coincide with that of the container. In this way an undesired, non-concentric hole might be
formed.

[2]

Extrusion

In the extrusion of tubes, a hollow workpiece manufactured by piercing, is frequently used as the
starting material. The hollow billet is extruded by a mandreled ram. One disadvantage is often
pointed out and that is that the long mandrel can easily sway and produce an eccentric tube with
uneven wall thickness [2].

[2]

The metallographic structure obtained in the product after extrusion is highly sensitive to the
material flow during the operation. This is very clear from a diploma work carried out by
M. Pärssinen5 at Outokumpu Copper AB. A cylindrical brass billet, 58% Cu, 39% Zn and 3%
Pb, was extruded at 705 °C and 785 °C. The diameter and length of the ingot was <p 230 mm and
800 mm and the diameter of the product <p 16,5 mm. The microstructure at the front, at the
middle and at the back of the extrudate were studied. The extrudate could be divided into three
regions showing significantly different kinds of microstructures. At the front and middle part the
structure was found to be coarse and at the back extremely fine grained.
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The reason for the different structures could be explained by the existence of a "dead zone"
along which the material was heavily sheared. The length of the rigid region was established by
measuring the surface temperature of the outcoming material. After that a certain length of the
material had been extruded, a drastic decrease in temperature was registered.
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It wac supposed that at this moment, the "steady-state" dead metaT-region got into contact with
the ram and that from now on, the size of the "dead zone" decreased. During the remaining
extrusion, the surface of the product was considered to be built up by material inside the original
"dead zone".

The different microstructures were explained by three deformation modes A, B and C. Mode A
was valid for that part of the workpiece material, VA (black in the picture a ), which was found
in the plastic region already at the very beginning of the process, B for material which passed the
whole steady-state plastic zone (white area in picture a ) and C for material which was up to
non-steady state deformation at the last part of the stroke (dotted area in picture b). From
various experiments it was concluded that the different structures could not be explained by
temperature gradients in the billet.
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The same kind of observations were made for a brass; 65%Cu, 32%Zn, 2%Pb, 0,5% Al,
0,4% Sn.

From extrusions with copper it became clear that the extension of the plastic region was very
small compared to that of brass. Anyhow the example shows that it might be difficult to obtain
the same microstructure and material properties along the length of an extruded product even if
the temperature is accurately controlled.

Forging and rolling of big rings

The initial workpiece meant for rolling of rings is usually manufactured from a square or
cylindrical billet which is deformed by upsetting. The upper surface of the so obtained workpiece
is furnished with a concentric hole by punching to a certain depth of the workpiece height. Then
the pancaked specimen is turned upside down and punched in the same way once again. Finally
the centre material is sheared away. Thus a thick walled, seamless ring of small diameter has
been manufactured. The ring is then expanded by ring forging or ring rolling.

FORGING OF RINGS

IT
Idler roll

Workpiece

"- Main roll
(driven) [1]

Edging roll



According to Swedish routines, big rings of outer diameter <p 900 mm, wall thickness 70 mm and
height 550 mm should be manufactured in the following way:

A cylindrical workpiece of height 600 mm and diameter <p 462 mm is manufactured by forging or
rolling from an ingot. This procedure is followed by upsetting to a height 570 mm. After that a
cylindrical hole <p 200 mm is punched in the way earlier described. Finally the hollow cylinder is
ring-rolled with a mandrel of <f> 180 mm to the dimensions mentioned above.

This shedule is of course based on economical considerations such as rate of production etc.
Anyhow it is clear that rather high cylinders of the actual geometry can be manufactured by this
method.

Referring to industrial experiments, a better material can be obtained by means of the following
kind of manufacturing schedule:

The ingot is forged or rolled to a smaller diameter and a from that material, a cylindrical billet
of height/diameter equal to 2 or even 2.5 is manufactured. After that the high workpiece is
forged by upsetting to the height 570 mm. In this way the material is more heavily worked. The
working procedure is considered favourable from void closure point of view. - In stead of
expanding the ring by rolling it is recommended that it is forged. The deformation after forging is
heavier than after rolling.

The final dimensions of the ring <f> 880 mm, wall thickness 50 mm and height 550 mm are
obtained by turning. Consequently it should be possible to manufacture the canister from 9 rings.
A draw back might be the comparatively large amount of welded, circumferential seams.

Proposed shedule for the manufacturing of rings and a picture of the tube
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By means of ring rolling close tolerances are obtained. Typical applications for ring rolling are
rings for rockets and turbines, reinforcing rings for pipes and pressure vessels [1].

Tube-making processes for small quantity production

These processes are often based on some kind of bending. The forces necessary are generally
low.

Hot-bending of a wide and thick-walled slab

When extremely big tubes are to manufactured the hot working process shown in the picture
below is supposed to be of interest. By means of this forming technique it is reported possible to
bend a slab of thickness 300 mm, width 6 m to a radius of 1 m within a sector of approximately
200°. One problem to be overcome is represented by the ends of the slab which are found
impossible to bend by means of this technique. The length of the end is denoted "1" in the
picture. According to a theoretical analysis "1" could be reduced by forging against a curved tool
[6]. The product was meant for "boiler drums".

[6]

Cold-bend forming

The two edges of the plate that shall meet and later be welded together are crimped to conform
to the radius of the final tube. A press bends the plate to a U-shape, after which closed dies
press it into cylindrical shape [2].

Heavy-gauge steel tubing up to 0 1 m can be made. The quality is comparable to that achieved
by roll forming and a mandrel or fluid pressure in a confining chamber can be performed for
sizing [2].
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[2]

Three-roll forming

The top intermediate roll may rotate back and forth to bend the tube. As the bending progresses,
the top roll is pressed further down and the radius of the bent workpiece decreases.
Sizing can take place as for cold-bend forming. This process is also performed at room
temperature and can be used for heavy-gauge steel tubing up to 0 1 m [2].

This process seems suitable for manufacturing of the tube of the large copper canister.

INTERMEDIATE
STAGE

AT
COMPLETION

[2]

Flat-rolling of the strip meant for three-roll forming of the copper-tube

In order to fulfil the requirements of a fine grained microstructure and a material free from
voids in the final material, the cast slab is chosen to be thick, approximately 8 times that of the
rolled material.

In this context the material yield has been totally negleaed. The volume of the tube material is
about 0,633 m3 and that of the cast slab 1,3 m3. Thus the workpiece weight is approximately
12 tons.
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Boundary conditions and assumptions for planning a possible rolling shedule

The width, length and thickness of the slab are 1500 mm, 2100 mm and 400 mm. The roiling is
planned in accordance with the maximum angle of bite. According to Shey [3 ] the friction
coefficient for hot copper rolling is about /i = 0,2. Working temperatures are found within the
interval 700-900 °C, where copper oxide acts as a lubricant. Referring to Suzuki7 and Parssinen5 a
material yield shear stress value of k=20 N/mm2 is chosen for the roll force calculations.
According to engineers in industry this value is overestimated. The value is utilized for all the
passes. The rolling takes place under approximately plane strain conditions.

Rolling shedule

To begin with the material is rolled, in its length direction, in a two-high mill of roll diameter
0 1500 mm. The slab is up to 5 passes each of a draught 30 mm. The so obtained workpiece
length is -2800 mm. After that the slab is twisted through an angle of 90° and cross rolled
in 3 passes to a length of - 2590 mm.

Two-high mill

roll diameter: 1500
roll barrel length: 3600

Fmax=l 500 tons

•1
•4-

2100

U k

<—2600

1

1
< h >
< 3050

—>•

f1650 Rolling conditions:

draught. 30
contact length: 1 50

Fmax=2400 tons < . . >

Initial -workpiece
geometry:
width: 1500 lcngth:210O
thickness:400 weight:! 1.5

h'

Final workpiece
geometry:

width:3050 length:2600
thickness: 160
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The second part of the rolling takes place in a four-high mill with work rolls of diameter
<t> 1000 mm and support rolls of 0 1500 mm. This is done in 5 passes each of draught 20 mm. A
final pass with a draught of 8 mm terminates the rolling shedule.

The calculated, final dimensions of the strip are: length - 8000 mm, width 3050 mm and height
52 mm. From this strip, the material needed for the copper tube is obtained by cold-sawing to
accurate length and width. Schematic pictures of the rolling shedule are presented below.

Four-high mill

roll diameter: 1000
roll barrel length 3600

Rolling conditions:

draught: 20
contact length: 100

Final workpiece
geometry:

width:3O5O length.8000
thickncss:60 (52)

* /,»• !
* h' »

In

sheet for canister
•<—I

3050

IT
Rolling

draught:

conditions:

8

>•

Mean roll contact pressures

The relative roll contact pressures q/2k are for the rolling shedule found in the neighbourhood
of the minimum point of the Pawelski curve, q/2k = f(L/hm). L is the contact length between the
roll and the material, parallel to the rolling direction. The parameter hm is the mean height of
the workpiece during reduction in a specific pass. The relative roll pressures are found within the
interval 1,2 <q/2k< 1,6 (marked wide in the figure below)
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Pawelski curve

homogeneous deformation

inhomogeneous deformation
friction
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S.O fr>

ingot & slab bar & wire strip & plate

[8]

Rolling forces

The roll forces in the two-high mill are approximately constant before cross rolling,
[1400 tons < F < 1500 tons]. During cross rolling the higher forces are also kept at an almost
constant value [2200 tons < F < 2400 tons].

Also in the four high mill the forces are of the same order of magnitude (except the final pass)
[1500 tons < F < 1600 tons]

The constant forces are supposed to improve the possibility for thickness control.

During the last passes this possibility is further improved by choosing a four high mill with
smaller work rolls. Because of the smaller diameter of the working rolls the forces become
comparatively low. The stiffness of the rolls against bending is maintained by means of the
supporting rolls.
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r 2000 4
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I 1000 J
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Reduction per pass

Considering the final microsiructure, the reductions per pass might be of interest These
reductions are presented in the picture below for the 14 passes which make up the total rolling
shedule.

30

;l

£ 20 -

10 -: i - -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Pass no

Stress states in the surface and centre of the slab

Stress distributions over three cross sections within the roll gap, according to slip-line field
solutions for L/h,, =0,34 are presented in the picture below. The conditions described for
L/hm =034 are very close to that of the first pass of the rolling shedule (L/h,,, =0,39). The x-
direction coincides with the length axis of the slab. Large compressive stresses are found close to
the surface at the inlet. When the material passes the gap these stresses are graduaUy decreased
and becomes slightly tensile close to the exit. Already after next pass the surface tensile stresses
disappear.

-u.

os 1 ! I osz • 0.8

[8]

More severe stresses are however found in the centre of the slab which is also clear from the
above picture. The central stresses are found to remain tensile during all passes in the two-high
mill, both at the inlet and outlet of the plastic region. The stresses decrease from the inlet to the
outlet as is shown in the picture below. After each pass these "not wanted" kinds of stresses
gradually decrease.



The central longitudinal stresses acting in the workpiece during rolling in the 2-high mill are
clear from the "dashed" region of the picture below.

Also during the rolling in the four-high mill the central stresses remain tensile at the entrance to
the plastic region during all the passes. At the end of the rolling shedule however the stresses at
the outlet of the plastic region become compressive. This is shown below.
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Discussion

If the tensile stresses in the centre of the slab are considered to be too high (because of the
serious application of the canister) also for a ductile material as copper, "non bite" rolling could
be used. By means of this method it is possible take heavier reductions per pass than by
ordinary rolling and consequently the stress state in the centre of the slab could be improved.
The method can only be applied if the rolling mill is equipped with gauge control, making it
possible to decrease the roll gap during the rolling. For this process the maximum reduction is
not limited by the maximum angle of bite. From theory and from flat-rolling experiments with
aluminum slabs in the hot condition it was clear that thick workpieces could be "non-bite" rolled
in one pass with such a heavy reduction as would require at least three passes in conventional
rolling.

A schematic diagram of how the "non-bite" rolling process works is presented in the picture
below. Rolling starts at a small distance from one end of the workpiece and is performed
towards this end at the same time as the roll gap is decreased to the particular level
corresponding to the desired reduction. If maximum reduction is to be effected the roll gap is
decreased so much that skidding occurs. In this way the maximum torque available from the rolls
to the workpiece is used for deformation.

'h, id .

"Non-bite" rolling [9]
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Two processes for manufacturing of the bottom of the copper canister

Deep drawing

Deep drawing without a blankholder offers a possibility to manufacture a shallow cup-shaped
bottom for the canister. This process can be carried out provided that the sheet metal is
relatively thick to prevent wrinkling.

u \
n

Cup shape
Cup

Impact extrusion
[1]

Impact extrusion also represents a possible way for manufacturing the bottom of the canister. By
means of this process higher cup walls can be formed than by deep by drawing without a
blankholder. The process is shown schematically in the picture below. For comparatively small
thicknesses of the initial workpiece the forces can be kept at a low value by choosing an effective
lubricant. During the deformation the material moves along the bottom of the tool. Further more
a high workpiece temperature shall be utilized.
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The forming of the bottom of the copper canister was analyzed by means of a commercial FEM-
program "Form 2-D" for a workpiece diameter of <t> 880 mm; initial height 100 mm; final height
50 mm; initial temperature 900 °C. The temperature of the tools were 400 °C and the ram speed
10 mm/sec. No lubrication was used and thus according to Schey1 the friction coefficient was set
to M=0.2. This value refers to the fact that copper oxide acts as a lubricant.

Suzuki's7 flow stress curves as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature, were used for the
calculations. The load-stroke curve, the distorted net work and the temperature distribution of
the workpiece at the end of deformation and the material flow are shown in the pictures below.

Maximum force required is found to be approximately 8000 tons. At the end of deformation the
temperature of the bottom of the cup has decreased to a value of approximately 650°C.

In practice it should be possible to decrease the load by means of a higher ram speed (less
cooling of the workpiece during the operation) and by the use of graphite in water as a
lubricant3. A mechanical press with eccentric drive might be suitable for the process.
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Conclusions

Two methods have been found possible for the manufacturing of the tube of the canister. One is
"three roll forming". A long and wide strip is gradually bent to the tubular form. The product is
famished with a longitudinal welding seam parallel to its length axis. The other one is based on
"ring forging" where nine rings are put together by welding. In this way a product of
circumferential seams is made. Cold bend forming is also a method that might be taken into
consideration.

The method of "impact forging" has been found possible for manufacturing of a bottom cup of
the canister. As an alternative, deep drawing without a blankholder is mentioned for forming of a
shallow cup.
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Abstract:

In the Swedish nuclear waste mangement program, nuclear fuel
elements are proposed to be encapsulated in copper/steel canisters.

An investigation has been performed to find out to what extent
pure copper powder can be hot isosatic pressed to full density and
to achieve properties comparable to that of the oxygen free
phosphorous deoxidized copper of the canister.

In these studies OFHC copper was atomized to a fine spherical
powder in a pilot plant. The powder was transfered under argon
atmosphere into a steel container, which was evacuated and sealed.
HIP was done at 550°C and 200 MPa for one hour. The resulting
copper was found to have a good ductility and mechanical
properties comparable to that of ordinary copper. The constant
strain rate stress corrosion test used to test the canister copper
showed that the HIP-ed copper has the same good properties as
wrought copper.

In accordance with these experiment a fabrication method of a
copper-steel container is presented where atomized copper powder
is filled directly into a halfsize container for hipping to a near net
shape.

2 INTRODUCTION.

The Swedish program for Nuclear Fuel Waste Management includes
several barriers for waste products to reach the enviroment (1).
The fuel elements are placed in a copper-steel canister surrounded
by blocks of compressed bentonite, which will form a diffusion
barrier to copper oxidants in the ground water. The rock



surrounding the canisters will be the next barrier. Realeased
radioactive substances will have to pass through 500 m rock to
reach the enviroment.

The inner barrier consists of copper-steel canisters produced from
high purity oxygen free, low phosphorous copper. The nuclear fuel
elements can be placed in a case and loaded into the canister. The
lid is seeled by welding.

At the initial tests using copper powder for high duty applications,
the powder was atomized, reduced by hydrogen and HIP-ed. It had
full density and a suitable microstructure, but was found to be
rather brittle after heat treatment. Further investigations of the
properties of atomized and hot isostatic pressed copper powders (2)
(3) have shown that the conditions during the fabrication and filling
of the powders into the containers are of fundamental importance
for the quality of the HIP-ed material. Carefull handling must be
used during the production.

A method to fabricate copper canisters from atomized powder by
HIP to nere net shape is presented.

3. EXPERIMENTAL.

High purity, oxygen free copper, OFHC, was melted in a laboratory'
atomization plant at the Swedish Institute for Metals Research (3).
Argon or helium was used as a protective atmosphere. Charges of
around 4 kg copper powder was produced. The powder container
attached to the plant was taken directly over to an argon filled
glove box without exposure to the air. Coarse powder particles and
flakes (>80jim ) were screened from the powder. The remainder
was filled into small steel canisters. The canisters were evacuated
using a vacuum pump (0.01 torr). Sqeezing and welding was used
to seal the containers before HIP, which was done at 200 MPa and
55O°C for one hour.

Samples for mechanical tensile tests and for consiant strain rate
stress corrosion tests were taken from the HIP-ed copper
cylinders. The stress corrosion test were performed by Parkins (4)
at University of Newcastle upon Tyne. Small rods of the material
was pulled at a slow tensile elongation rate in a solution containing
NaN02 at room temperature. The area reduction at fracture was
determined (5).

Metallographic investigation was done to control the microstruc-
ture. Some of the samples were heat treated at 700°C for one hour.



This is done to control that grain growth can occure and is not
inhibited due to oxide skins on the atomized grains. Ion microprobe
(at Chalmers Inst. of Technology) was used to determine the
amount of impurities in the HIP-ed copper.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

The microstructure after HIP and after heat treatment is show n in
Fig. 2. The spherical particles obtained at the atomization are
clearly visible after HIP. This shows that small amounts of
impurities, mainly oxides, are obstacles to the growth of the grains.
A heat treatment partly overcame these obstacles and gave a
microstructure more like pure copper.

Fig. 2. Microstructure of the HIP-ed copper before and after heat
treatment. LOM 300 x.

The very fine grain microstructure obtained at the atomization, is
not changed essentially by HIP. The hardness is still high. The post-
HIP heat treatment to some extent leads to a growth of the fine
atomized microstructure.

The ion microprobe analysis showed that impurities like sodium
and calcium were found at the particle surfaces. Inspite the very
carefull handling of the powder these impurities, probably from
dust, could not be totally avoided.

The result of the mechanical testing is shown in Table 1. The yield
stress is high due to fine grains after atomization and HIP. The
elongation to fracture is normal for a copper with the high yield
stress but is low compared to soft copper. The area reduction



shows, however, that the copper has a good ductility. A heat
treatment at 70CTC a low yield strength was achieved when argon
was used at the atomization. The elongation to fracture has
increased to some extent.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of HIP copper before and after heat
treatment.

Sample* Yield stress
MPa

Fracture str.
MPa

Elongation
%

Area red.

After HIP, He
After HIP, Ar

Heat treated, Ar

142
151

73

234
231

218

31
49

53

70
78

83

* Atomized in helium or argon, see (2).

The constant strain rate stress corrosion test gave values of the
area reduction at failure as shown in Table 2. These values are
equivalent to those measured for wrought OFHC copper. They show
that there is no tendency to stress corrosion cracking of the
material produced from powder.

Table 2. Results from the constant strain rate stress corrosion test
(4).

Potential mV (SCE) Copper powder, HIP-ed OFHC copper

0.1MNaN02
+100
+ 50

0
- 50

28%
32%
69%
63%

28%
30%
90%
86%

This investigation shows that a proper handling of the atomized
copper powder gives the material after HIP properties comparable
to those of wrought OFHC copper. The ductility of the copper was
good while the yield strength and hardness was high before heat
treatment.

The ion microprobe analysis shows that impurities have stuck to
the powder surfaces. These impurities have not influenced the
ductility or stress corrosion resistance, but have an influence on the
grain growth during heat treatment. Such impurities can probably



be avoided at a closed room serie production for powder filling and
HIP-ing of cannisters.

5. FABRICATION OF CANISTERS.

Ekbom at al (5) investigated the possibilities to use copper powder
and a final hot isostatic pressing to fill the space between the fuel
elements in the canister as an alternative to lead. In a new report
Burström et al (6) demonstrates a way to fabricate copper canisters
from copper powder. A somewhat different approch to this
fabrication will be presented here using the experience from the
investigation refered above.

The combined copper-steel canister is produced in two equal halves
as is shown in the sketch of Fig. 2. The reason for using two halves
of a canister is the limits in dimensions of existing hot isostatic
presses as well as an easier handling during fabrication.

C:a 2

Steel cvlinder

Steel/copper
sheet cvlinder

Copper powder

Fig. 2. Canister design with a steel cylinder surrounded by a copper
cylinder fabricated from HIP-ed, atomized powder.

The container consits before filling of the copper powder of the
inner steel cylinder and an outer cylinder of steel sheet welded to
the steel cylinder to form an airtight case. Alternately the outer
cylinder may be made of copper. This case will be filled with
copper powder and HIP-ed.



Atomization of the powder will take place directly into the canister
space between the inner steel cylinder and the outer copper case.
Fig. 3. In this way all contamination of the powder will be avoided.

¥
Furnace

Liquid copper

Atomized droplets

Steel cylinder

Steel or copper cylinder

Copper powder

Fig. 3. Atomized copper powder is filled directly into the canister.

After filling of the copper powder into the case it will be evaquated
and closed. HIP will be performed at 55O°C for 1-3 hours. The
surfaces to be joined by welding are machined. After filling the
canister with wasted fuel elements welding of the two halves takes
place.

The fuel elements are enclosed in a case of steel sheet for a simple
handling. The inner space between the elements may be filled with
lead or any other suitable material.



In this report a sketch for the production of copper/steel canisters
from copper powder by HIP has been presented. The details of this
production method ought to be further developed.
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BACKGROUND

Spent nuclear fuel in Sweden will be disposed by being placed in cylindrical
canisters made of a steel jacket inside a copper canister. The canister will be
4850 mm long with an outer diameter of 880 mm and a wall thickness of 50 mm.
The canisters are planned to be electrobeam welded together from preformed
pieces of plate and a lid at each end. As the circumference is 2765 mm three
pieces of bent plate are required for a canister as copper plate widths exceeding
1100 mm are hardly available.

IMPORTANT PROPERTIES

A lot of requirements must be met by the copper canisters and thus influence the
choice of copper alloy and production method.

The corrosion resistance (regarding general corrosion, pitting and stress
corrosion cracking) must be very good. It is concluded from SKB-studies that
pure copper and low alloyed copper have sufficient corrosion resistance. In
a corresponding US program also some copper base alloys show equally
good corrosion resistance. The materials are listed in table 1 from (1).

Creep can cause mechanical failure. Copper alloys as aluminium bronze
and copper-nickel can stand higher temperatures than pure copper, but also
in pure copper no damage is expected at the predicted conditions 100°C
and 100 N/mm2. There is some uncertainly about Cu-OF, which can exhibit
poor ductility (2). Small alloy additions of phosphorus or silver improve the
ductility.

Non destructive defect testing after manufacturing must be possible. For
ultrasonic technique this means that the grain size must not be too large.
The base material can not be used in as cast condition but hot working
gives sufficient small grain size.



The production of the copper canisters must be possible within reasonable
costs. The implications of this is that the base material must be available in
sufficient quantities and that the manufacturing must be done with known
technique.
The production of thick plates in aluminium bronze or copper-nickel is
possible but more difficult than rolling of copper. The forming of plates
before welding demands much higher forces but is not impossible as similar
shapes are made in steel, compare for example reactor vessels. The
production of aluminium bronze and copper-nickel plates is limited in
Europe. KM-Kabelmetal has some production. CuNi25 for coinage is
produced in several mills as well as Outokumpu Copper Pori. The cost is
likely to be close to double that for copper. The conclusion is evident, low
alloyed copper shall be used.

PRODUCTION METHODS OF CANISTERS

1 Electro beam welding

The EB-welding process has been studied in UK and Canada for pure
copper. It is feasible to use EB-welding of at least 100 mm thick material with
low defect level in Cu-OF. Cu-DLP proved to be prone to form porosities (3).
The Canadian studies (4) - (8) show that Cu-ETP gave problems with gas
porosities.

It is not completely clear from the litterature review why Cu-DLP can not be
used. The difference between Cu-PHC and Cu-DLP is the 02-content. The
very high purity copper should not be needed if the formation of porosities
under creep load and during welding is under control. This is an area for
further considerations.

2 Casting and forging

If there are hesitations about the quality of the three long welded seams of
the canisters, casting and forging of a tubular ingot may be an alternative
manufacturing technique. A tubular ingot can be made by a continuous
casting process or by centrifugal casting.

KM-Kabelbetal AG in Osnabruck has a production of semi-continuously cast
large tubes of copper alloys, see fig 1 from (9). The outer diameter of the
tube ingots vary from 300 mm to 1400 mm. They are used for example in the
paper industry as drying rolls. The surface is machined to remove surface
defects. The vertical strand casting technique is shown in fig 2. The melt
flows through several distributers into the tubular space between an outer
and inner circular copper mould. The melt starts to solidify at the graphite
lined surfaces of the water cooled moulds and the solid walls with a liquid



melt inside are moved downwards by a starting ingot and cooled further on
also by secondary water cooling from both outside and inside sprinklers.

The mathematical model in (9) is a tool for KM-Kabelmetal to control the
casting speed (limited by the cooling of the inside wall that looses contact
with the mould earlier than the outside) and the cooling influence on high
temperature material performance (stress, cracking, pore formation).

In the vertical strand casting process it is possible to protect the melt from
oxygen.

An alternative way to produce a tubular ingot is to use centrifugal casting.
It is used commercially for cast iron and steel pipes and for production of
bearing material of copper alloys. The largest copper base centrifugally cast
rings are used as starting material for strip rolling at Outokumpu's plant in
Zutphen. In this case the rotating axis of the mould is vertical, fig 3, and the
outer diameter of the ring is 2700 mm, the width 630 mm and the wall
thickness 145 mm. The axis can also be horizontal, fig 4, and that is always
the case when a longer tube ingot is required. There are many designs how
to feed the melt into a long tube to get a uniform casting without premature
freezing (10). The mould is also sprayed with an insulating coating to keep
the metal molten long enough to allow if to flow evenly over the whole
mould surface. Horizontal centrifugal castings often show an irregular
structure called "banding" which for alloys also contains segregations. For
pure copper the banding is not supposed to give any problems at or after
working. The main disadvantage of centrifugal casting for this application is
the difficulties to protect the large surface of molten metal from oxygen. The
vertical strand casting technique seems preferable.

A cast structure of pure copper has too large columnar grains for non
destructive testing, which implies that it must be plastically deformed and
recrystallized. The force needed for deformation is much lower at higher
temperatures. Forging or hot extrusion are two possible ways to deform a
tube ingot.

An area reduction of at least 50% is needed to change the grain structure.

Hot extrusion probably gives better dimension tolerances than forging. The
excentricity and the defects at the ends will determine the needed size of the
start ingot. Machining may be needed to get the tight tolerances of the inner
diameter and straightness.
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Table 1. Composition and mechanical properties

Alloy
designation

Cu-OFE
C 10100

Cu-OF
C 10200

Cu-PHC (OFP)
C 10300

Cu-Ag0.10(OF)
(OFS)
C 10700

Cu-DLP

C 12000

Cu-DHP
C 12200

CuAI7Fe3
C 61300

CuNi10Fe1Mn
C 70600

CuNi30Mn1Fe
C 71500

Composition

Cu > 99.99, 02< 5 ppm

Cu> 99.95 02< 10 ppm

Cu> 99.95 02 < 10 ppm
P = 10-60 ppm

Cu> 99.95 02 < 10 ppm
Ag > 850 ppm

Cu> 99.90 0 < 40 ppm

P = 40-120 ppm

Cu> 99.9
P = 150-400 ppm

AI = 6.0-7.5 Sn = 0.20-
Fe = 2.0-3.0 0.50

Ni = 9.0-11-0 Fe= 1.0-1.8
Mn<1

Ni = 29.0-33.0 Fe=0.40-1.0
Mn<1

Rp0.2 Rm
N/mm2

50

80

80
46

57

85

60

207

127

138

234

222

246
239

246

201

234

483

323

380

A5
%

61

59

48
60

59

57

53

40

54

45

Grain 1)
size urn

45

44x77

45

35

45

30

50

- 30

-30

According to 2)
I

(4)

(1)

(3)
(4)

(4)

(2)

(6)

(5)

(6)

(5)

1) Values considered to be typical for hot worked material in thicknesses similar to the ones in waste
containers.

2) References (1) - (4) are test results from SKB-studies. (5) and (6) are in most cases based on
published values from (7) and (8)

(7) CDA Inc Standards Handbook Part 2
Alloy Data Wrought Copper and Copper Alloy Mill Products Eighth Ed, 1985

(8) Thornton C H, Harper S, Bowers J E
A Critical Survey of Available High Temperature Mechanical Property Data for Copper and
Copper Alloys, INCRA Monograph XII, 1983



Fig 1- Semi-continuously cast cylinder at KM-Kabelmetal AG, Osnabruck (9).
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Fig 2. The vertical strand casting technique for a tubular ingot (9).



Fio 3. Centrifugal casting with vertical axis.

Fig 4. Centrifugal casting with horizontal axis (10).
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Abstract

Hot extrusion is very widely applied in the copper manufacturing
industry. The basic consept is described. Its suitability,
advantages and limits in the manufacturing of large copper
canisters for spent nuclear fuel repository are discussed.

One quarter scale model canisters was fabricated by extruding.
One set of extrusions was done using forward extrusion with one
end closed while the other set of extrusions was performed
backward resulting also one end in the canister already in the
as-extruded stage. These experiments give a clear indication
that hot extrusion would result in a suitable structure also for
the full scale canisters. However, for the full scale canister
the grain growth may be more difficult to control. The results
and the experience obtained during the one quarter scale model
manufacturing are discussed.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Hot working

Hot working is the process, which is performed at high enough
temperature to avoid strain-hardening after working and
subsequent cooling /I/. In copper manufacturing it has several
advantages.

The break-up of the columnar cast structure is very important
effect of hot working in order to obtain mechanical properties
and grain structure needed in the various applications. It is
also a reasonably efficient way to obtain a near-net shape.
Moreover, hot working can close-up the possible cavities, cracks
and blowholes in the as-cast structure.

1.2. Hot extrusion processes

In the hot extrusion processes the round cylindral cast billet
is heated to 700 - 950 °C. The heated billet is placed into a
cylindral container, which is closed at one end by a ram, or
piston. The other end has an opening with a shape of the
reguired product. The billed is then pressed with a ram
resulting in the extrusion of the metal through the opening.

The description of the extrusion process, above, was for direct
or forward extrusion, where the ram and the extruded product
move in the same direction /2/. The direct extrusion process is
illustrated in Figure 1. The other alternative is the indirect
or backward extrusion where the opening, the tool, is in the ram
end while the other end is closed. In this extrusion the ram and
the product move in the opposite directions. The indirect
extrusion process is illustrated in Figure 2.

The container is normally heated to a temperature somewhat below
the billet temperature in order to avoid excessive cooling of
the billet. Some lubricant, or 'clue', is often added to the
billet surface to influence on the friction between the billet
and the container.

The basic difference between the two processes is that in the
indirect extrusion the billet is not moving in the container
resulting in the lower extrusion pressure compared to that in
the direct extrusion. Also several other factors affect on the
extrusion pressure, like /3/

- alloy
- billet dimensions
- extrusion ratio
- extrusion temperature
- extrusion rate
- lubrication
- the shape of the section.

The typical load versus ram displacement in both direct and
indirect extrusion is shown in Figure 3.



The pressure and "the friction result in the generation of heat
during the extrusion. This has to be taken into account when
considering the extrusion parameters.

1.3. Extrusion of tubes

Both direct and indirect techniques are applicable for extruding
tubes. To obtain a hollow product the metal must flow through an
annular gap between the die and the mandrel. The piercing
operation to get the mandrel to the right position is done
either with the mandrel in the canister as a first extrusion
operation or in a separate piercing unit.

1.4. Extrusion defects

Extrusion is a reasonably well controlled operation. The
friction is the significant parameter that is not possible to
fully control. The variation of the friction during the
extrusion results in the variation of the material flow pattern.
This variation of the flow pattern can lead to the introduction
of the oxidized billet surface, sub-surface scale, into the
material. The sub-surface defect can exist either in the outer
or inner surface. This is a typical defect especially at the
late part of the extrusion where the remaining billet length is
reduced. Sub-surface oxide is very harmful for electron beam
welding.

In the indirect extrusion there is a possibility of incomplete
recrystallization at the upper end of the canister. This can
happen if there is too little deformation in that area. The
result may be cracking of the material. This can be avoided by
significant upsetting prior to the extrusion.

Uneven cooling can result in longitudinal cracking of the tubes.
However, this is not propable with copper. Another, more
possible defect is the large variations in structure over the
length due to the excessive cooling (or heating) of the billet
during the extrusion.

One can also consider a too large grain size as a defect when a
small grain size is needed. Grain growth is the process that
starts immediately after the dynamic recrystallization already
inside the tool. The higher the temperature, the faster is the
grain growth. Thus, it is very important to maintain the
extrusion temperature as low as possible (keeping it still high
enough for complete recrystallization). Pure copper has quite
fast grain growth but it can be somewhat reduced by selected
alloying.



2. ONE QUARTER SCALE EXTRUSIONS

In order to gain experience of hot extrusion, 1/4-scale model
canisters were manufactured. Two sets of canisters were
extruded. The first set was extruded directly with the front end
closed. The second set was extruded using the indirect method of
which the canisters were machined into the final shape.

In the both extrusions the billet temperature was 850 °C. The
indirect extrusion was performed in the air and the extruded
capsule was immersed into water in five minutes after the
extrusion. The microstructure was found to be recrystallized
with an average grain size of 0.15 mm. Unfortunately this type
of extrusion process is not easily applicable to the full size
canisters since the length of the backward extrusion is so high
(4 500 mm). Figure 4 shows the grain structure at the closed end
of the indirectly extruded canister.

The direct extrusions were done into water. The wall thickness
of the extruded tube was 18 mm. A small reduction of the outer
diameter was observed in all the extruded tubes near the closed
forward end. One of the as-extruded tubes was subjected to
microstructural and ultrasonic examination. Also the mechanical
properties were examined. The grain structure is fully
recrystallized with an average grain size ranging from 0.1 mm in
the wall to 0.5 mm in the center of the closed forward end. The
reduced extrusion ratio and the large mass (leading to slow
cooling rate) are the probable reasons for the exceptionally
large grain size. Figure 5 shows the grain structure at the
closed end of the indirectly extruded canister. The mechanical
properties are typical for hot worked structure.

Both direct and indirect extrusion method result in a sound and
recrystallized grain structure in the 1/4 scale prototype
canisters. This experiment gives an indication that the grain
growth is the major concern in the full scale extrusion.



3. FULL SCALE EXTRUSIONS

The 800-900 ram diameter canisters are outside the range of most
existing extrusion presses. However, there exist presses by
Cameron Forged Products in Livingston (Scotland) and in Houston
(USA) capable of extruding pipes of sufficient dimensions /4/.
The presses can extrude pipes of 200 - 1200 mm in diameter and
15 - 200 mm in wall thickness. Length can vary from 3 to 13
metres depending also on the billet.

The Cameron process employs two vertical presses, a 9 000 and
14 000 ton blocking press and 30 000 and 35 o^o ton extrusion
press in Scotland and in USA, respectively. ;:»e billet is first
upset and pierced in the blocking press, ?. ..een in Figure 6.

After piercing the shell is then moved ..• the second press for
extrusion. Figure 7 shows the extrus.\o> in progress. The product
goes upward which is not a common f ̂:usion direction but quite
useful for the handling of the ma .ve pipes. However, the
weakness is that direct extrusir.- >.nto water is not possible.
This can be compensated by exc . •_- air or nitrogen cooling of the
product during the extrusion

The yield of the Cameron process is 60 - 65 %, which means that
the billet must weight ab_iut 10 000 kg. The preferable billet
diameter is 85 - 100 cm the length of the billet being thus 140
- 200 cm.
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Ram displacement

(a) Dependence of extrusion load on ram displacement:
a-b, direct extrusion; a'-b', indirect extrusion, (b) Divi-
sion of the work of deformation: A, work of upsetting,
B, work needed to initiate deformation; C, work of ae-
formation; D, work needed to overcome friction and
shearing in direct extrusion.

Fig. 3. The typical load versus ram displacement in direct and
indirect extrusion /I/.

Fig. 4. The grain structure at the closed end of the indirectly
extruded canister.
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Fig. 5. The grain structure at the closed end of the indirectly
extruded canister.
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The Development of Electron Beam Welding Technology
for the Fabrication and Sealing of Copper Canisters

for Nuclear Waste Burial

By: A Sanderson PhD CPhys FInstP CEng FIM AMCST FWeldl

1. INTRODUCTION

The safe long term disposal of high level nuclear waste has been the subject of much discussion
and debate in all countnes operating nuclear power plants. There are many possible means of
disposal, but each route raises numerous short, medium and long term technological, safety and
cost issues. Of the wide spectrum of possibilities, burial in stable repositories deep in the earths
crust currently appears to be the most safe and viable means of disposal.

The suitability of burial sites is dependent both on geological factors and long term corrosion
considerations, that is whether the environment is oxidising or reducing, and on the canister
material intended. In Sweden it has been discovered that the ground water in deep bore holes
in granite contain extremely low levels of oxygen. Therefore a canister corrosion barrier material
such as copper would not be expected to corrode significantly for periods in excess of 100,000
years. This would provide ample time for the bulk of the materials contained in the canisters
to decay to safe radioactivity levels.

The philosophy as regards the disposal of spent nuclear waste in Sweden firmly favours direct
disposal with no reprocessing. After a suitable cooling off period in special water storage tanks,
the spent fuel still contained in its original fuel elements will be dried before insertion in the
disposal canisters.

In countries where reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel is still considered necessary, this further
complicates the disposal issues and requires a quite different approach. Also in other countries
the geology, stability and chemical conditions in potential burial sites c n pose other problems.

The principle of using copper as the main corrosion barrier for long term storage of high level
nuclear waste is now well established in Sweden. The Swedish Nuclear Fuel & Waste
Management Company (SICB) first approached TWI in 1981 with a request to recommend the
best means of sealing such canisters. Originally it was thought that a copper canister wall
thickness of approximately 200mm would be required for corrosion resistance and strength.

Of the processes considered (i.e. electron beam welding, diffusion bonding and friction welding)
electron beam welding potentially offered the greatest probability of success. Certainly at this
time the proposed wall thickness was well beyond the state-of-the-art capabilities of diffusion
bonding and friction welding. However, even in 1983 it proved possible to demonstrate
successfully the electron beam welding of a mock-up lid assembly involving an effective wall
thickness of 100mm with an outside diameter of 600mm'1'.

Much research was conducted in the 1980s and early 1990s on in-vacuum electron beam
welding (that is where the chamber vacuum is maintained at a pressure of better than 5 x 10"
3mbar) in attempts to achieve freedom from internal weld defects. Also over the period 1986 to
1992 work was conducted on non-vacuum electron beam welding with a view to sealing the
canisters at atmospheric pressure'2'.

More recently, effort has concentrated on the use of electron beams at 'reduced pressure', that
is over the pressure range 5 x lO'^bar to lOOOmbar and this has indicated certain advantages,
especially in the control of weld defects and freedom from outgassing problems associated with
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the double skinned canister. Indeed in the last year it has proved possible for the first time to
produce virtually defect free welds, even in the slope-down region of circumferential lid weids
where the weld penetration by necessity passes progressively from full depth to zero depth.

As well as the work on the development of electron beam welding sealing procedures for
canisters. TWI has also been extensively involved in studies of the means of forming and
fabricating canisters by electron beam welding. This paper presents a summan' of the work
conducted on electron beam welding of copper canister materials, together with the associated
non-destructive testing (NDT) requirements and techniques.

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CANISTER DESIGN

In the early 1980s a comparison was made of the weldability of phosphorus deoxidised copper
(PDO) and oxygen free high conductivity copper (OFHC). The OFHC copper produced superior
weids with greater freedom from microporosity compared with the PDO material. However.
SKB's subsequent researches showed that the creep strength of the OFHC was inadequate
although the corrosion resistance studies predicted a much greater iifespan than had been first
supposed. Similarly, although it proved possible to achieve single pass welds with in excess of
125mm penetration in copper using electron beam welding, freedom from internal defects and
particularly defects in the slope-down region of the weld overlap proved for quite a long period
to be problematical.

The need to achieve adequate canister strength to resist the hydrostatic ground water pressure
and encouraging copper corrosion resistance studies later led to the concept of a steel inner
canister with a wall thickness of 50mm surrounded by a copper canister of 50mm wall thickness.
Fig. 1. Also an alternative copper grade was selected to improve creep strength.

3. ELECTRON BEAM WELDING PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

Conventionally, electron beams are generated in a vacuum and applied in a vacuum. The
vacuum avoids high voltage breakdown and emission source deterioration in the electron gun.
but also prevents beam spreading due to electron collision with gas molecules.

As regards the application of high power electron beams, this can be done in high vacuum (<5
x 10"3mbar). reduced pressure (e.g. 10'1 to lOOmbar) or at atmospheric pressure ("lOOOmbar).
Advanced high power (100kW-150kW) equipment now exists at TWI covering the entire
pressure range and this has been used to study the effect of chamber pressure on fusion zone
profile, weld beam shape, defect occurrence and penetration depth, Fig 2a-c.

The mechanism by which an electron beam penetrates solid material is well established; the
electron beam is not only sufficiently intense to melt material but also so intense that material
is vaporised from the surface. The jetting action created by metal volatilization creates a
depression in the weld pool enabling the beam to penetrate more deeply. Once established the
vapour jetting action allows the beam to establish a stable 'keyhole' which is held open by
vapour pressure in equilibrium with surface tension and gravitational forces which try to close
the capillary, Fig. 3. The stability of the keyhole is very much related to the temperature
distribution produced by the electron beam, and whether or not pore type defects occur is in rum
very dependent on the fusion zone shape dictated by the keyhole shape. Electron beam welding
proceeds by translation of the liquid lined vapour filled cavity along the joint plane and the weld
is formed by flow of liquid metal around the beam in the wake of the beam.
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Electron beam welding offers many outstanding advantages for the fabncation and sealing of
copper canisters. These can be listed as follows:

Rapid process, equally applicable to both circumferential and longitudinal seam welding.

Produces high integrity welds

Reproducible process readily controlled and monitored for quality assurance purposes.

n.

in.

IV. Protective atmosphere (especially for in-vacuum and reduced pressure welding) ensures
freedom from oxygen pick-up.

v. Welds can be inspected by ultrasonic or X-radiographic techniques.

Electron beams can, in principle, be applied to the workpiece with various combinations of
approach angle and workpiece orientation. But for a given heat input per millimetre of joint, to
achieve the deepest penetration, electron beams are best applied with the beam axis horizontal
and the workpiece standing vertically (HV). This, however, can lead to some difficulties in
supporting the liquid pool and often requires the use of a 'fronting bar to avoid metal loss, Fig.
4a. hi addition, if the weld is fully penetrating it is normal to use backing material to avoid
undercut problems: this material is usually removed after welding.

For so called flat position (FP) welding, where the beam is applied vertically down and is
required to fully penetrate the component thickness, the use of backing material is absolutely
essential, tor thick section copper, to avoid metal loss, Fig. 4b. Control of top bead profile, in
this case, in principle, is easier and generally speaking it is reasonable to expect freedom from
undercut, particularly if a low power smoothing pass is applied to consolidate the main weld
bead profile.

In the case of blind welds, either made in the HV or FP mode, the greatest difficulty which has
been encountered is the formation of root defects. For very intense pencil beams, typical of high
vacuum operation, no difficulty is experienced in achieving very deep (HV mode) penetration
(e.g. 300mm in steel, 450mm in light alloys and 150mm in copper). The narrowness of such
penetrations, however, can lead to all manner of defect problems, particularly in light alloys.
Fortunately with copper the only likely defect is porosity or cavity formation. Especially in
copper, its high conductivity combined with lack of freezing range tends to promote locked in
cavities. This is particularly troublesome in blind (non-penetrating) welds where the narrowness
of the fusion zone tip typically causes premature freezing of the small liquid volume leading to
spike or root defect formation, Fig. 5a & b. For the present lid design, Fig. 1, HV rather than
FP welding has been chosen, primarily to avoid the possibility of the beam penetrating into the
inner nuclear waste container, to reduce weld stresses to prevent solidification cracking and for
ease of achieving the necessary penetration depth. Also by shaping the canister lid in the form
of a stopper, the smaller diameter material provides backing material to ensure freedom from
undercut at the rear of the weld, but it also adds mass, avoiding excessive temperature rise
during welding.

The welding procedure will involve tack welding followed by a conventional beam current
slope-up, overlap and slope-down sequence. During the main body of the weld, when the
excess beam is penetrating into the neck of the 'stopper', root defect formation is less important,
but following overlap whilst the beam current is decaying, to draw the penetration finger
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towards the surface, the possibility of root cavities exists. For this reason, much emphasis has
been placed on elimination of root defects.

In the case of non-vacuum electron beam welding, the maximum penetration achieved to date
was some 40mm although weld shape was encouraging in that the tip of the fusion zone was
well rounded, avoiding premature freezing of the tip finger. In the case of reduced pressure
welding it has proved possible not only to achieve adequate penetration depths but also a well
radiused fusion zone tip avoiding root defect formation.

ROOT DEFECTS AND NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING INSPECTION TECHNIQUES

Throughout the development work both ultrasonic testing (UT) and X-radiographic techniques
have been employed extensively. For the development of welding conditions specimen sizes of
up to 300mm x 150mm x 200mm were employed to provide reasonable thermal mass,
minimising variations in the weld depth and shape due to temperature rise as the weld
progressed. Fig. 6a. These were subsequently fully inspected using & P-scan UT and time-of-
flight D-scan (TOFD) followed by X-ray inspection through the plane of the weld. To achieve
maximum contrast on the X-ray film the weld was sliced out in a 20mm thick slab. Fig. 6b.
This allowed defects of less than 0.5mm diameter to be detected. Fig. 7 shows a typical
radiograph facsimile for a defective weld in which both root cavities and an internal defect have
occurred due to employing a very narrow fusion zone shape.

In recent times using a combination of reduced pressure electron beam welding and special
equipment it has proved possible to shape the fusion zone shape to achieve a much wider near
parallel form with a well radiused tip, Fig. 8. In the vast majority of tests conducted to date this
type of fusion zone has shown complete freedom from defects, as, for example, in the
radiograph contact print shown in Fig. 9. Similarly, 0° P-scan and TOFD inspections have also
confirmed the absence of defects, Fig. 10a & b.

Similarly detailed metallographic examination of welds in low phosphorus deoxidised copper
show no significant defects. The presence of micropores of typically less than 03mm diameter,
Fig. 11, is not thought to be detrimental to the long term corrosion resistance of the canister.

Because of the high. levels of gamma radiation emitted by the spent nuclear fuel, conventional
X-radiation inspection techniques cannot be applied, therefore much work has been carried out
on the development of P-scan and TOFD UT to inspect the lid weld remotely. During this
research it has been shown that the sensitivity of UT inspection is very much dependent on the
grain size of the copper. Although some improvements can be achieved for coarse grained
copper by using lower frequencies the improvement is marginal and generally fine grain copper
is required, particularly for the canister lid material to avoid excessive ultrasound attenuation.
This imposes constraints on the material type which can be used and the fabrication route.
Copper canister production processes which allow the material to be held at high temperature
for long periods are not acceptable because of the excessive grain growth which results.

Using the special reduced pressure electron beam welding equipment, it is now possible to
consistently control root defect formation. Work is currently being undertaken to extend the
linear welding procedures to curved full diameter cylinders to verify the integrity of
circumferential weld slope-up, slope-down and weld overlap regions. This will initially be
conducted on lm long cylinders in the equipment shown in Fig. 2b and later be applied to a
2.4m and possibly 5m long canister in an extended version of the same chamber.
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5 FABRICATION OF CANISTERS

Ideally the canister should contain as few welds as possible. Provided material can be obtained
in large enough pieces, the material can be rolled or pressed with the required accuracy and high
integrity electron beam welding can be performed to join the component parts together. TWI
has been researching material supply, forming and welding possibilities on behalf of SKB. This
has led to a range of fabrication schemes, a selection of which are shown in Fig. 12.

The approach which is currently most strongly favoured is as depicted in Fig. 13. This would
involve 2 or possibly 1 longitudinal seam weld carried out using an internal mobile high power
electron beam gun mounted on a linear traverse. It is proposed that welding would be conducted
in the horizontal-vertical mode to simplify jigging requirements and to facilitate assembly; this
will require the use of 'fronting' and possibly backing material. Real-time seam tracking will
be applied to ensure accurate beam/joint alignment. For circumferential bun welds, as in the case
of lid and bottom welding, the HV welding mode is preferred.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Electron beam welding is now well established as a viable means of welding thick section
copper for encapsulation of high level nuclear waste. Electron beam welding offers both a high
integrity fabrication approach and the means of effecting the final canister seal. Much research
has been conducted on the application of electron beam welding to copper over the last 12 years
and this has provided very encouraging results, indicating that safe encapsulation can indeed be
assured. In particular the problems which earlier led to defects in the root of circumferential
welds with the possible consequence of lines of weakness in the vessel wall have now been
largely overcome by the development of special equipment. Similarly, with recent advances in
ultrasonic techniques it is expected that the integrity of the electron beam welds can be
adequately vanned.
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ELECTRON BEAM WELDCa) FILM

. 6. Configuration of test block for development of electron beam welding procedures
a) workpiece. and b) weld slice for X-radiography
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Fig. 7. Radiograph facsimile of electron beam welded joint showing severe case of root defects in
current slope down region of weld caused by sharpness of fusion zone tip.
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Fig. 10a. Ultrasonic inspection results showing freedom from defects - 0° P-scan
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Fig. 10b. Ultrasonic inspection results showing freedom from defects - TOFD
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Fig. 12. A selection of possible fabrication routes.
a. 3 longitudinal curved plates requiring 3 electron beam welds
b. 2 longitudinal curved plates requiring 2 electron beam welds
c. 3 short length cylinders requiring 2 circumferential welds
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND PRODUCT QUALITY

Quality Assurance is sometimes described as the prevention of quality problems
through planned and systematic activities (including documentation). This includes
the establishment of a good quality management system and the assessment of its
adequacy, the audit of the operation of the system and the review of the system
itself. We here present an introduction to this field, with examples taken from the
development of a quality system in a testing laboratory, and with a view on the
quality considerations regarding containers for radioactive materials.

Tasks of a testing laboratory

The role of a testing laboratory is composed of different activities

• Mandatory testing according to regulations

• Diagnostic testing in product development

• Comparative testing

• Calibration of measuring equipment

• Investigations and research-like assignments

jMaterio.1
/ be product

! Test problem

Test engineer

Figure 1. The test laboratory's quality system
covers a part of the total testing
situation

This also requires a number of sub-services:

• Procurement, maintenance, repair and calibration of equipment

• Writing protocols, reports and other documentation

• Marketing (for commercial laboratories)



• Management of buildings or test rooms

• Training of personnel

• Updating on methods, procedures etc.

The laboratory's ability in these areas shall be reflected in the quality system,
necessitating the elaboration of procedure and routine documents, as described
below. Many of these are similar for all types of testing laboratories.

The specific technical competence needed for testing, and in particular testing of
specific materials or prod. cts. must of course also be taken into account in the
quality system. This is in fact the core issue, and much care has tc be exerted to
ensure that this competence exists and is continuously developed and increased.
This applies specifically to the following:

• development, evaluation and validation of methods

• use of adequate testing procedures

• use. maintenance and calibration of equipment

• selection and processing of test specimens

• uncertainty estimation

It is necessary to know not only the test procedures itself, but the conditions for
their use. In particular this applies to

• the behavior of materials in reality and in different tests

• the effects of specimen selection and preparation

• the effects of testing equipment inadequacies, such as non-linearity

• the function of test setup procedures

• the effects of specimen installation

• the use of measuring devices

• the effects of signal processing, filtering etc.

• the evaluation and presentation of results

• the usefulness of additional investigations, such as fractography

It is not feasible to have all details written down to cover such a complex demand
on competence. What has to be done is to have the quality system contain written
procedures for the tests, including specimen preparation, use of equipment, test
performance, and processing of results, somewhat covering the chain illustrated in
the figure below, and written administrative routines aiming to ascertain that the
necessary competence is acquired and maintained.

To ensure the technical in-depth competence it may be advisable to organize a
network for technical cooperation, where interlaboratory test comparisons,
training, calibration services and mutual quality assessments can take place. One
model for that is the system visualized in the following diagram.
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Elements of the quality standard EN 45001

The European Standard EN 45001, General criteria for the operation of testing
laboratories, [2], aims at structuring the requirements that should be applied to a
testing laboratory.

The standard addresses the following elements:

• Legal identity

• Impartiality, independence and integrity

• Technical competence

• Cooperation

• Duties resulting from accreditation

QUALITY SYSTEM

ACTIVITIES WITHIN the laboratory shall be in accordance with directives given by
the management. Usually such directives are given in a form of a tradition or a
code of practice for the work in the laboratory. The management system is
therefore traditionally a very abstract thing. The only time when it become con-
crete is when it needs more documented guidelines for separate issues — often
concerning personnel policy or health and safety in the workplace.

One important part of this management system is the Quality System, the code of
practice to achieve a good quality. This system can be considered to be built up of
two different parts; one abstract — the sum of all quality related efforts made by
the staff — and one concrete written system. The most important part will be the
abstract one, (from now on called "Quality Code") because it gives all the actions
to be taken. The written part is nevertheless important for three reasons:

• to demonstrate for clients what efforts the laboratory shall do,

• to show the staff the management's intentions concerning quality and



• to give guidance to the staff when they do not feel comfortable or safe in what
actions to be taken.

This written part is what we often call "Quality System".

The management's responsibility must be to comment, and to give feed-back, on
the quality code and the quality system. The single most important tool for this is
the Quality Policy. It shall reflect and influence the quality code in such a way,
that the goals of the policy can be met, and the system gives guidance to the staff
how to fulfill the policy. The second most vital task for the management is to make
sure that the policy is implemented and to monitor the quality goals. If this is done
in a proper way then the quality system is also rapidly and easily implemented.

concrete. abstcact

"impletnert+a+ion"

Figure 3. Relation between the different parts of the Quality System.

Quality Policy

The Quality Policy shall reflect the management's dedication to quality as well as
the staffs ability to comply with the management's ideas. The policy shall be well
known to all employees in the laboratory, not only in theory but also in practice.
That means that every employee shall be aware of the existence of the document,
have general knowledge on the wording of the policy, and know what it means for
his work.

It is the management's responsibility to formulate the policy in a relevant and
suitable way and in a phrasing that can be understood by all employees (and of
course by all clients). It must be written in a clear and precise way and without any
references to documents or text that may be unknown to the reader. The best thing
is usually to write it in the home language and to translate it into all other lan-
guages it is considered to be needed for. The policy shall be so concrete that it can
be easily connected to the daily work. The length of the policy is not a very impor-
tant factor - as far as it is understandable and possible to remember - the
McDonald's policy "We give more" is actually enough for them. Everybody un-
derstands that McDonald's shall be the outstanding company in their branch, and
that is all.

The policy shall be signed by the management (Managing director, department
manager or similar), so it is from the document obvious that this is the
management's judgment.



The method of distributing the QA policy varies from one laborator}' to another,
but it is not uncommon to use posters in the localities where the policy is
presented, beside having the document in a binder.

One way of converting the policy to more practical actions is to let the
management, preferably together with representatives form the staff, interpret the
policy in the form of goals for the laboratory. They can be either short-term (- one
year) or more long-term (- five years) or a combination of both.

The goals must be relevant, concrete, limited and possible to measure. Relevant, so
it is possible to achieve them, concrete, so they are possible to put into action
without any further interpretation, limited so there will be a point when the goal
can be assessed and deemed to be fulfilled or not.

Example:

"All impact testers in the laboratory shall be revised and calibrated to the
new performances before November -95".

Relevant: Hopefully, depends on the revision.

Concrete: Yes, all will understand it.

Limited: Yes, in number of machines and in time.

Possible to measure: Yes, check it the 1st December 1995 and you will see the re-
sult.

The documented Quality System

The documentation can be systematicized in accordance with the principles:

• Descriptive or ordering documents

• Organizational position

• Hierarchy of the documents

The documentation shall both reflect the Quality Policy and the Quality Code and
give guidance on appropriate activities to improve quality.

The documentation shall be used both by the clients (to identify the quality level of
the laboratory and to get a broad description of it) and by the staff (to know that
they shall do). It is, at least theoretically, important to distinguish between these
two functions of the system. The first one, we can call it the descriptive one, shall
be written for the clients, sometimes even published as some sort of advertisement
brochure, while the second, we can call it the ordering one, shall be instructions to
the employees. In this text all descriptive documents are referred to as "manual"
and all ordering documents as "handbook".

It is usually a good idea to let the structure of the documentation reflect the
organizational chart of the laboratory, meaning that documents giving compre-
hensive rules for the laboratory can be collected in one part and that specific rules
for each department can be collected in another binder (one for each department)
and in the same way on every reasonable level.

The hierarchy of the documents means that every document must depend on other
documents and that it shall be possible to trace it with the help of the
documentation.



For a laborator)' with three departments the structure below can be appropriate.

The manual shall be written for the clients and its aim is to give a correct but broad
description of the QA efforts (policy, goal, code as well as the system). It is
preferable to present this in the form of a short book divided into chapters. The
way of issuing this manual can vary from laboratory to laboratory some times it
can be a "fancy" brochure and sometimes less pretentious. The language will have
to be chosen in accordance with the clients' needs.

The descriptive part can also, for the purpose of information, contain .a cross
reference document to the standard applicable (EN 45001). That document can be
used by anyone who wants to evaluate the method with respect to the requirements
of the standard.

QA

L.c*t7 manual
(optional)

1

Lab (QA)

1

Figure 4. Organization of the QA documentation

The descriptive part of the manual shall be handled in accordance with the
rules that are set up for QA documents and it shall usually be approved on by the
management. Copies of the descriptive parts, that do not have to be updated, need
nc registration.

The handbook contains the ordering documents for the staff. Here the
structure has to follow some sort of a logical hierarchy. One example is given
below.

Figure 5. Documentation hierarchy



The two primary documents will then be the "routine" and the "procedure".
Routines are issued for matters that need to be co-operated around in a more
administrative way, while the procedure has the same function in the technical
sense.

The routine concerning training will state (order) what activities to be done
regarding training and who is responsible for it. The way a certain part of it will be
done can be described in an instruction. Only one type of activity shall be covered
by one instruction. A routine can call upon one or more instructions at the same
level or below (perhaps one instruction at each department). It can also refer to —
or be assumed to — refer to the job and staff descriptions that shall be given. The

job descriptions shall be given at the level where personnel matters are handled
and they shall then form a part of the handbook.

The role of the procedure is similar, it gives the directions for cooperation and
handling of more complicated technical matters where it calls upon standards
(officially published), methods (in-house-created "standards") and simple instruc-
tions to describe how an assignment shall be handled.

A procedure for testing of a packaging for dangerous goods can for example call
upon the regulation (can be compared with the standard) for tests to be done and
acceptance criteria, a method describing the way the drop test is to be made and an
instruction showing the format of the report.

These documents (routines, procedures and instructions) shall be used by the staff
as a help and guidance in their daily work. Of course, a person who frequently
performs a task will be able to do the work in a proper way without such
documents, but when someone else occasionally has to do the work he will most
likely need the documents. That leads to two important points

• the document shall be a logical part of the system

• it shall be written in an understandable way.

A way to achieve this is to let the person usually doing the work write the
documents and then have them tested by asking someone else to perform the work
following those documents. If he succeeds and finds all necessary information, it is
likely that the instruction routine or procedure is OK and it can be approved and
issued.

Distribution of documents

For all this documentation — descriptive and ordering — there shall be clearly
stated routines (rules) for issuing, controlling and approving of the documents.
Such rules shall contain information that guarantees that more than one person
examines the documents before they art published. Usually this is arranged in a
way that makes sure that the person approving documents does not also examine
(control) them.

A register shall describe the location for every copy or original of the documents
that are part of the QA system. This shall make it possible to find every single
copy or document, so it can be changed when a new issue is released. It is a
common solution to let this register form a quality document itself.

In order to follow the system it is important to have a well developed routine for
distribution of new documents and collection of old issues of the QA
documentation. One person shall be responsible for it and a good idea is to let



every new document be accompanied by a special form stating that this is a new
issue, pointing out what is new and then be returned signed by the person respon-
sible for the binder. When he signs it, it is to be assumed that he has replaced the
old issue and informed the staff about the new one. This makes it possible for the
distribution responsible to ensure that the information has been spread (and hope-
fully understood).

After creation of the system and writing all documents the system shall be
transparent so each person can find the vital parts easily. It shall be possible to
follow the track completely, starting at the base or at the top. One shall always be
able to trace the documents.

Figure 6. Traceability of documents is essential



Supervision and control

The management has the primary responsibility for all QA efforts. The
management must declare the policy and appoint enough resources (money and
manpower) to run the QA system. The management shall also take part in quality
activities with interest and demonstrate the importance of them. QA shall be a
permanent item for the management meetings (if such exist).

It can be a wise idea to appoint one officer to be responsible for the Quality
System, not responsible for quality because every one must take the response for
the quality on his work. This QA officer must be given resources to monitor the
complete system and to check all quality matters. To accomplish that he has to be
part of the management or report directly to the manager.

In this concept it is also vital that all employees see their part in the QA work and
by training and education can be given the opportunity to improve in QA.

The management shall use all possible ways to get quality-related information.
Complaints and other reactions from clients is one important source and shall be
treated accordingly. Complaints information from the staff is equal important
because it gives fast information on items, that have to be improved.

Detection

on

Figure 7. The fundamental improvement loop

These quality indicators (more than these mentioned exist) shall be used
as a basis for the management discussions concerning quality, and when a problem
is discovered the action to be taken shall be decided and followed up. This loop,
detection - action - follow up, is the only way to achieve permanent improve-
ments.

The management must take part in every step in this loop, and they must make
their interest known to the employees.



Accessibility

All persons, employees as well as customers/clients, that are concerned for the
quality of the assignments carried out by the laborator) shall have easy access to
all relevant documentation.

The employees shall have access to both the descriptive and the ordering parts of
the documentation.

The documents considered as specifying are such documents which contain the
information needed to carry out the assignment. That can be instructions, routines
or/and manuals which form a part of the QA system but it can also be order
confirmations, quotations and agreements, documents which provide essential in-
formation but do not form a part of the QA system. All documents which give
information (technical or administrative) regarding the assignment, before the
assignment is carried out, can be called specifying). The employee may also need
access to reporting documents from earlier assignments that concerned the same
test.

The client shall have access at least to the descriptive documents and to the
specifying documents which concerns him (i.e. agreements, order confirmations,
quotations). The client will normally not need access to instructions or routines
and he shall never be given access to reporting documents over testing carried out
for other customers/clients (due to the demands for secrecy).

After a assignment has been carried out, there should be a "reporting file". That
file gives al! information on the way the assignment was handled. That means the
test report, the primary protocols, the control/calibration protocols (if applicable),
and all other documents (paper, photos, data files etc.) which provide information.
These "reporting files" shall be kept and stored under conditions given in the QA
system. These reporting files are usually considered to be the property of the
laboratory, but if the client wants access to these files (for example for interpre-
tation of the results or for claims), it is up to the laboratory to take the decision (if
not otherwise prescribed, for example in an agreement). In most cases the client
shall be given access to all reporting documents.

An accreditation body, or a third part assessor shall usually be given access to all
documents if secrecy demands do not prohibit it.

Staff reactions

The introduction of a quality assurance system is much of an educational task.
Reactions among the staff vary from the decisively negative to the vaguely positive
scale. The reactions can usually be characterized by a few categories:

"I'm special - you can't quality assure me". This person is often, by himself and by
others, regarded to be one of the experts in the area and he will not accept - at least
not emotionally - that there are auditors with the task to ask questions and to judge
his work. This acting is not only valid for researchers but also for well trained
techn'cians in the laboratory. To be honest, they feel a bit humiliated to be tested
and evaluated, and rather uncomfortable in the situation.

"This is my chance to create my own area". This person is often one who has
started the race for leading positions and who realizes that this demand for a new
administrative and technical system gives possibilities to establish a central posi-
tion for himself.

"The new-born bureaucrat". This person has understood some of the demands of
the quality assurance system. But in order to do everything correct he immediately
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starts to make the system, procedures, or methods all too bureaucratic. If you have
a regular test to perform, then you usually only need two things: the standard and a
"driving license" for the method, but you can of course instead start to work out a
manual for the test, that is possible even for a monkey to understand.

"It's cool". Things are under control, everything works. This person can give you
this information for five months and then when three weeks remain to the auditing
and you ask what has been done you get the answer. "I know what we must do",
and then you reply you should have done it three months ago, written the necessary
procedures three months ago as well and everything should have been
implemented for two months now, so we could be sure it works.

"I've not got the time, I must work". This person is often aware of his importance
in the laboratory, but he is also rather concerned, that quality assurance will tum
out to demonstrate an area where his excellence is not so obvious, to be frank he is
a bit afraid of what the consequences could be. More important is that his view
tends to slow down the whole process.

"The quiet working-ant". This person has got a working task and he continues
asking questions and distributing papers until his task is finished, within the
foreseen time. The dream for the responsible for this process.

All these reactions are of course only small deviations from the basic behaviors:
Optimism, fear and doubt. This is a new situation so it is natural that people react
and try to find out what it will look like. And therefore we believe that the most
important thing for any laboratory facing implementation of a quality assurance
system, is to give the right signals from the beginning and to have the acceptance
from the employees' minds and hearts, not only their brains. If we should run this
race again, we would start with more discussions about what is necessary to satisfy
the customer, how we shall do it and then together find out that this QA standard
(such as EN 45001) could be a help. If we have this start, instead of a decision
taken above the heads of the employees, it should be possible to see the auditor as
a help to develop a good system and not as a difficult and irritating judge.

QUALITY CONTROL

Application to a container

There is a need for standard procedures for manufacture and periodic inspection of
containers for radioactive materials. An attempt for a systematic approach has
been developed, which proposes the following system:

I. For manufacture, the quality assurance is founded on two parameters:

• Containers are categorized into five different safety levels, according to the
environmental consequences of a container failure.

• Components which are essential for safety are categorized into three quality
levels, according to their criticality for the performance of the container.

II. For periodic inspection, an additional classification of components depending
on the probability of defects is made.

The complete quality assurance scheme for containers will consist of seven items:

II



* Supplier assessment
* Design inspection
* Quality planning together with supplier
* Quality control in production
* Audits
* Periodic inspection of individual containers

A flowchart describing the procedure is shown below.

Fig. 8. Flowchart for the quality control of a container

Another flowchart can be used to show the development of plans for the
production quality control and for the periodic inspection.
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Fig. 9. Flowchart for the development of control plans

Development of Control Plans

As an example we discuss here the scope and contents of control plans. The main
parts of such plans are the following:

• Design inspection
• Materials check
• Welding inspection
• Final inspection
• Periodic inspection

while specific control plans would comprise the following items:

Design inspection
Complete container
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Materials check
• Container
• Closures
• Shock-absorbing devices
• Lifting devices
• Etc.

Welding inspection
• Pressure and force bearing equipment
• Other equipment

Final inspection
Finished container

Periodic inspection
• Complete container

The extent of the checks will be determined by the classification referred to above,
i. e. the five design classes, three grades of equipment and three defect risk classes.

Items for the design check would be for example

• Inspection of drawings
• Assessment of calculations
• Inspection of the detailed control plan

Items for the materials check are for instance:

• Tensile testing
• Impact testing
• Penetrant testing (search for surface cracks)
• Ultrasonic testing
• Grain boundary corrosion

The welding inspection may comprise

• Heat treatment check
• Welding proficiency check
• Penetrant testing

For the final inspection, the complete container should be checked, as well as
components such as gaskets. The following tests may be carried out:

• Check of marking and material identification
• Visual check and dimension check
• Pressure testing and leakproofness testing
• Helium leak testing

Finally, the periodic inspection, aimed at verifying that the quality level is
maintained during use, may comprise the following tests:
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• Penetrant test
• Helium leak test
• Change of gaskets
• Performance testing of moveable parts
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